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Abstract 
The defining characteristic of the subphylum Vertebrata is the vertebral column, 

which is comprised of alternating vertebral bodies and intervertebral discs. In spite of 

being a highly conserved structure, the morphogenetic events that culminate in building 

the vertebral column remain poorly understood. In particular, patterning mechanisms 

underlying how segmentation of the spine is precisely established have not been 

examined at post-embryonic stages. For several years, vertebral column patterning was 

thought to hinge upon proper segmentation of the embryo, while the notochord served 

as a transient scaffold for the vertebral bodies and intervertebral discs. Using genetic, live-

imaging, and quantitative approaches, this work illustrates that the notochord sheath in 

zebrafish, provides a template for osteoblast recruitment and vertebral bone formation in 

the developing spine. Furthermore, we show that notochord segmentation is influenced 

by the adjacent muscle segments and connective tissue, which may provide mechanical 

patterning cues. Insights from this work will better inform how adolescent idiopathic 

scoliosis and congenital scoliosis arise. 
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1. Introduction 
The vertebral column, or spine, is a segmented structure comprised of two 

alternating components: the vertebral bodies and intervertebral discs. Vertebral bodies 

derive from the embryonic segments, also known as somites, and the core tissue of the 

intervertebral discs will develop from the notochord (Choi and Harfe, 2011; Christ and 

Wilting, 1992). The somites are generated through well-characterized patterning 

mechanisms involving oscillatory gene expression as well as morphogenetic gradients 

(Hubaud and Pourquie, 2014; Pourquie, 2011). Therefore, most of what is known about 

spine patterning has come from studies of embryonic segmentation, or somitogenesis. 

However, the events that follow early embryonic patterning are less well-described. This 

gap in knowledge is partially due to limitations inherent to chick and mouse model 

systems, which cannot be used to visualize internal morphogenetic events that orchestrate 

formation of the spine later in development. However, by utilizing the zebrafish model, 

which allows for whole-body imaging over an extended developmental window and 

tissue-specific genetic perturbations, we can investigate post-embryonic patterning 

mechanisms of spine development with enhanced resolution and precision.  
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1.1 Segmentation establishes spatial ordering along the 
anteroposterior axis 

While many plants and animals possess serial or repetitive structures, 

segmentation, or true metamerism is defined as a series of repetitive units along the 

anterior-posterior axis of the body (Davis and Patel, 1999). Phyla that demonstrate a 

segmented body plan include Annelida, Arthropoda, and Chordata. However, whether a 

common ancestor served as the basis of this body plan patterning remains unclear. 

Regardless, the prevalence of segmented body plans throughout the animal kingdom 

indicates this organizational framework is highly advantageous to the organism for 

several reasons. One, segmental units allow for the development of separate or integrated 

structures, such as appendages or sensory organs. Additionally, segmentation of the 

embryo also provides a means of enhanced motility to the organism as well. While a small 

number of genes have been identified as common regulators of segment formation, more 

work is needed to show that conserved gene regulatory mechanisms have been coopted 

throughout evolution.  

Interestingly, despite the enormous degree of diversity in segmented body plans, 

only a handful of developmental mechanisms have been studied extensively (Seaver, 

2003). In Arthropoda, most studies have focused on understanding mechanisms of 

segmentation in the Drosophila melanogaster body plan, which progressively divides into 

smaller segments over the course of its embryonic development, beginning with the 
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expression of specific anterior (A) and posterior (P) maternal genes (Lawrence, 1992; Peel 

et al., 2005; St Johnston and Nusslein-Volhard, 1992). These factors set up gradients that 

establish expression patterns of downstream zygotic segmentation genes, which act in a 

hierarchal manner to sequentially divide the embryo (Lawrence, 1992). These include the 

gap genes, which establish distinct domains within the embryo (Hulskamp and Tautz, 

1991), the pair-rule genes (runt, hairy, eve), and the segment polarity genes (Lawrence, 

1992). Pair-rule genes represent the earliest periodic gene expression pattern during 

embryonic segmentation. More importantly, homologs of the pair-rule gene hairy, such as 

Hairy/enhancer of split (Hes) in mammalian models and hairy-related (her) in zebrafish, 

appear to be conserved, and also function as regulators of cyclic gene expression in 

embryonic segmentation, or somitogenesis (Seaver, 2003). Finally, individual segment 

polarity genes such as wingless and engrailed specify unique features within the segment 

itself (Martinez-Arias and Lawrence, 1985).  
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Figure 1: Embryonic segmentation in zebrafish. 

In zebrafish, starting at 10.5 hours post fertilization (hpf), the paraxial mesoderm begins 
to segment into embryonic blocks, or somites. New somites are generated at regular 30-
minute intervals until the embryo is fully segmented at 25 hpf.  
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1.2 Somitogenesis: vertebrate embryonic segmentation 

In vertebrates, somitogenesis produces embryonic segments at regular intervals 

from bilateral bundles of mesoderm, which are parallel to the midline of the embryo 

(Figure 1). These segments are produced via the interaction of 1) a “segmentation clock” 

that is regulated by oscillatory gene expression, 2) a “determination front” that defines 

boundaries between the segments, and 3) polarity determinants that specify rostral-

caudal and ventral-dorsal compartments within each individual segment (Cooke and 

Zeeman, 1976; Eckalbar et al., 2012). While the developmental mechanisms of 

somitogenesis diverge greatly from the segmentation program utilized in Drosophila, 

investigation of conserved components and how they interact with one another to 

establish a segmented tissue pattern can be informative when considering alternative 

mechanisms.  
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Figure 2: Juxtracrine Notch signaling. 

Upon interaction with one of its ligands (i.e. Delta or Jagged), the intracellular 
domain (ICD) of Notch is cleaved by the gamma-secretase, Presenilin. This cleavage 
event permits the ICD to go to the nucleus where it will associate with Suppressor 
of Hairless [Su(H)], to turn on transcription of cyclic genes such as hairy/enhancer of 
split (hes) genes.  
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1.2.1 Signaling pathways in somitogenesis 

Cyclic Notch expression is the core regulatory component of the vertebrate 

segmentation clock (Palmeirim et al., 1997). When its extracellular domain interacts with 

the ligand Delta, the intracellular domain of Notch is cleaved by the g-secretase, Presenilin. 

This enzymatic reaction liberates the intracellular domain (ICD) of Notch to freely 

translocate into the nucleus of the signal-receiving cell. In the nucleus, Notch ICD interacts 

with Suppressor of Hairless [Su(H)], to activate transcription. In the absence of Notch 

signaling, Su(H) functions as a repressor of transcription. However, its association with 

Notch ICD displaces its bound co-repressors in exchange for co-activators, thereby 

inducing the transcription of downstream targets such as lunatic fringe (lnfg) and basic 

helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factors, such as hairy-related (her) genes (Kopan and 

Ilagan, 2009; Yavropoulou and Yovos, 2014). The latter group of genes are unique in that 

they function as repressors of their own transcription, thereby creating negative feedback 

loops that generate alternating phases of expression and repression (Lewis, 2003; 

Pourquie, 2011). As a result, a dynamic wave of expression appears to travel from the 

posterior end of the of the presomitic mesoderm (PSM) to the anterior end (Peel et al., 

2005) (Figure 3). With each new wave of expression, a new somite is generated caudal to 

the preceding somite within the anterior portion of the presomitic mesoderm (Jiang et al., 

2000; Pourquie, 2011).  
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Figure 3: Cyclic Notch activity regulates somitogenesis. 

Schematic representation of cyclic gene expression (purple) during the generation of a 
new somite (S0). Expression of cyclic genes in the presomitic mesoderm (PSM) will 
eventually slow as cells become more anterior relative to the growing posterior PSM. This 
cyclic activation and repression of Notch target genes therefore gives the appearance of 
“waves” of expression, also depicted in the graph to the right. 
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The boundary that delineates the border of the immature somite is formed by a 

“determination front” (Oginuma et al., 2008; Sparrow et al., 2007) (Figure 4). The 

determination front is characterized by active Notch signaling interacting with other 

pathways and transcription factors such as Fibroblast Growth Factor (FGF), Wnt, Retinoic 

Acid (RA), and Mesp2 (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2004; Duester, 2007; Morimoto et al., 

2005). FGF and Wnt are known to be expressed as a gradient within the embryo, defining 

the region that is recognized as the PSM (Aulehla et al., 2003). High levels of FGF and Wnt 

expression, particularly in the posterior presomitic mesoderm, maintains PSM cells in a 

proliferative state, so that they may continue to contribute more tissue to the elongating 

embryo (Dubrulle and Pourquie, 2002; Goldbeter and Pourquie, 2008). The FGF and Wnt 

gradients decrease toward the anterior portion of the PSM as a result of an opposing RA 

gradient, which is highly expressed in the anterior region of the embryo. Thus, the 

determination front is actually the interface of low FGF and low RA signal (Duester, 2007). 

Importantly, exit from the FGF and Wnt gradients promotes a more mature cell fate that 

is necessary for somite formation and maturation (Wahl et al., 2007). Lastly, the activation 

of Mesp2 by the transcription factor Tbx6, generates a stripe of expression at the caudal 

border of the nascent somite (Morimoto et al., 2005; Oginuma et al., 2008). Mesp2 

expression activates a negative feedback loop, which suppresses the expression of Tbx6, 

and subsequently its own expression (Kawamura et al., 2005). Periodic activation of 
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Mesp2 is thought to be the consequence of oscillating Notch expression, a conclusion that 

was drawn from computational models. These same findings also demonstrated that 

periodic expression of Mesp2 is crucial for the establishment of rostrocaudal (RC) polarity 

within individual somites (Oginuma et al., 2010). The conclusions of this research 

corroborate earlier experiments, in which quail-chick chimeras were generated via the 

transplantations of inverted somites. Somites with inverted RC orientation developed 

vertebrae and ribs with reversed morphology, implying that factors intrinsic to the 

paraxial mesoderm, not signals from nearby structures such as the notochord or the neural 

tube establish rostrocaudal polarity (Stern and Keynes, 1987). This complex genetic 

cascade ultimately specifies the R and C compartments of individual somites as well as 

the somite boundaries (Pourquie, 2011), which are considered to be crucial for later events 

in development such as the “re-segmentation” of the spine. 
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Figure 4: A clock and wavefront mechanism patterns somites. 

Schematic representation of the clock and wavefront mechanism that underlies somite 
patterning. Cells generated in the posterior PSM cyclically express Notch effector genes, 
thereby generating a segmentation ‘clock’. The determination front, or wavefront, is 
established by opposing gradients of Wnt, FGF and Retinoic Acid. Upon interaction 
with the wavefront, which also expresses other transcription factors such as mespa and 
mespb in zebrafish, clock oscillations cease, and a new somite boundary forms. 
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1.2.2 Somite differentiation  

Once somite patterning is complete, segments then begin to differentiate to into 

more specialized tissues within the developing embryo. When first formed, the immature 

somitic bundles, also known as somitocoels, resemble pseudostratified epithelial spheres 

(Eckalbar et al., 2012; Stern and Keynes, 1987). Over the course of a few hours, somites in 

mammals and birds will begin to separate into sub-compartments, including the 

sclerotome, dermatome, myotome, and syndetome, which will produce the axial skeleton 

and ribs, the dermis, the axial musculature, and the tendons, respectively (Sparrow et al., 

2007).  

In zebrafish, the sclerotome population is significantly smaller in comparison to 

mammalian and bird models (Eckalbar et al., 2012). At this point, the dermatome and the 

myotome populations reside on the dorsolateral surface of the sclerotome functioning as 

an epithelial cap for the sclerotome cells which have undergone an epithelial-to-

mesenchyme transition (EMT) (Fleming et al., 2004). This differentiation step is facilitated 

by Sonic hedgehog (Shh) (Fan and Tessier-Lavigne, 1994; Iwasaki et al., 1997) and bone 

morphogenetic protein (Bmp) antagonists, Noggin and Gremlin (Hirsinger et al., 1997; 

Stafford et al., 2011) which are secreted by the notochord. In addition to giving rise to the 

axial skeleton, in zebrafish, the sclerotome will also form the axial tendons (Brent et al., 

2003).  
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1.3 Notochord development 

The notochord is the defining embryonic axial structure for members of the 

phylum Chordata. Specifically in vertebrates, the notochord arises from the dorsal 

organizer, which is equivalent to the embryonic shield in teleost fish (Oppenheimer, 1936). 

Early in gastrulation, these cells will converge along the dorsal midline to form the 

chordamesoderm, which becomes distinct from other mesoderm cells, taking on a 

characteristic “stack of coins” appearance (Glickman et al., 2003; Sepich et al., 2005).   

In zebrafish, at approximately 16.5 hours post fertilization (hpf), the 

chordamesoderm cells begin to rapidly differentiate into one of two cell populations: an 

inner layer, comprised of cells containing large, fluid-filled vacuoles and an epithelial-like 

outer layer that ensheathes the vacuolated layer (Ellis et al., 2013a). Differentiation of the 

chordamesoderm has been shown to be dependent on Notch activation, which drives cells 

to adopt an outer sheath cell fate instead of an inner vacuolated cell fate (Yamamoto et al., 

2010). The outer sheath cells continue dividing to completely cover the inner cells (Dale 

and Topczewski, 2011), which are simultaneously becoming more spherical due to rapid 

vacuole biogenesis. Within each inner cell, the vacuole will eventually comprise most of 

the cell volume, reaching around 40 microns in size. The process of vacuole inflation has 

been shown to be critical for axis elongation and straightening within the embryo (Ellis et 

al., 2013a). Furthermore, fully inflated vacuoles exert pressure on the constricting peri-
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notochordal basement membrane thereby providing mechanical integrity and flexibility 

to the structure (Koehl et al., 2000).  

Outer cells generate the thick peri-notochordal extracellular matrix (ECM), by 

secreting various components to form a tri-laminar extracellular sheath around the entire 

notochord (Fleming et al., 2015). The tri-laminar sheath is comprised of an inner laminin-

rich basement membrane (Parsons et al., 2002), a middle layer of mostly type-II collagen 

fibers, and an outer layer of collagen and elastin proteins, which are arranged 

orthogonally in relation to the middle layer. Additionally, physical modeling work 

suggests that arrangement peri-notochordal fibers is also critical for notochord 

elongation. Notochord models with fibers angled to 54o were able to fully elongate 

without buckling (Koehl et al., 2000). By 24 hpf, the two cell layers and the extracellular 

matrix of the notochord are fully formed in zebrafish (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of zebrafish notochord anatomy. 

The zebrafish notochord is comprised of two cell layers: 1) an inner layer 
characterized by large vacuolated cells and 2) an outer epithelial-like sheath cell 
layer. A thick extracellular matrix surrounds the entire notochord.  
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1.4 Revisiting models of vertebral column patterning 

Following embryonic patterning, the sclerotome-derived osteoblast cells condense 

around the notochord to form the centra, and the notochord supplies the tissue that 

develops into the intervertebral discs (IVDs). While both the notochord and sclerotome 

tissues have been shown to be critical for vertebral column development, it has long been 

recognized that the embryonic segments established during somitogenesis primarily 

establish the final alternating pattern of the centra and IVDs within the spine. This 

paradigm, known as “re-segmentation”, hinges upon the precise migration of sclerotome 

cells from two adjacent rostral and caudal somite compartments. Then, fusion of these 

cells create a single vertebra spatially offset from the connecting muscle segments (Remak, 

1855) (Figure 6).  

Since then, the re-segmentation model has been reexamined, corroborated, 

and adapted using different model systems (Bagnall et al., 1988; Ewan and Everett, 

1992; Morin-Kensicki et al., 2002; Ward et al., 2017). However, recent work conducted 

in zebrafish, salmon, and chick has provided evidence that additional mechanisms 

involving cues from the notochord may aid in establishing the alternating pattern of 

the spine (Fleming et al., 2004; Grotmol et al., 2003; Ward et al., 2018). Therefore, an 

integrated understanding of studies that either show support for the re-segmentation 

paradigm or alternative patterning models is needed to fully encompass the scope of 
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spine developmental mechanisms. Furthermore, since previous studies were 

performed in various model systems using different approaches, it is also critical to 

highlight the limitations and nuanced conclusions these studies face as well.  
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Figure 6: Re-segmentation model of spine patterning. 

In zebrafish, at 30 hpf, somite segmentation is complete, and the sclerotome sub-
compartment has differentiated (labeled here in orange and blue). After 10 days post 
fertilization (dpf), the sclerotome continues to differentiate into osteoblasts, which migrate 
to the notochord from the caudal half (blue) of one somite and the rostral half (orange) of 
the adjacent somite. Ultimately ‘re-segmentation’ of the somites produces spatially offset 
centra from the skeletal muscle segments.  
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1.4.1 Mutations affecting somitogenesis cause broad axial skeletal 
malformations 

Support for the re-segmentation model primarily comes from early descriptive 

reports (Gadow et al., 1933; Goodrich, 1930) and more recently, chick-quail chimera 

experiments, genetic studies in mice, and familial studies in humans (Bagnall et al., 1988; 

Mortier et al., 1996; Sewell and Kusumi, 2007). However, various experimental restraints 

within these studies have prevented an in-depth description of spine development.  

Firstly, quail-chick chimera experiments are often challenging to interpret since 

embryos may never fully recover following the removal or transplant of somites (Bagnall 

et al., 1986). As such, vertebral column defects may result from a number of different 

causations. Additionally, while genetic studies in mice allow for more precise 

manipulations, mutations affecting various aspects of somite patterning cause a variety 

of vertebral column defects, and often fail to specifically address how developmental 

steps beyond early embryonic patterning are impacted during spine organogenesis 

(Sewell and Kusumi, 2007). Lastly, human studies examining congenital vertebral defects 

have been attributed to recessive mutations that are known to impact somitogenesis such 

as DLL3, LNFG, MESP2, and HES7 (Dunwoodie, 2009). However, these mutations often 

lead to particularly severe disorders such as spondylocostal dysostosis (SCD), which is 

characterized by axial skeletal malformations that impact multiple vertebral bodies 

(Giampietro et al., 2013). Furthermore, SCD also frequently impacts patterning of the ribs, 
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resulting in both misalignment and reduction in number. As such, these studies fail to 

address the mechanisms underlying less severe forms of congenital scoliosis (CS), which 

may display isolated defects in segmentation. Additionally, since these studies also 

primarily focus on early developmental defects, they also fail to address the complex 

etiology underlying adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS). Therefore, future studies that 

are able to thoroughly explore molecular and cellular mechanisms involved in vertebral 

column patterning after somitogenesis are needed to understand the full range of CS 

presentations.  

1.4.2 Re-segmentation partially accounts for spine patterning 

In both zebrafish and chick models, recent studies have attempted to closely 

examine the fidelity and significance of sclerotome re-segmentation during centra 

patterning. Lineage-tracing in zebrafish revealed that sclerotome cells from one 

compartment may contribute to two vertebrae rather than just one, suggesting that re-

segmentation might be a “leaky” process (Morin-Kensicki et al., 2002). Additionally, 

embryological studies in chick have also demonstrated a necessary role for the notochord 

in spine segmentation. When a portion of the notochord was excised prior to sclerotome 

differentiation, segmented vertebral bodies were replaced by a fused strip of cartilage in 

the ablated region, while segmentation of the neural arches was maintained (Ward et al., 
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2018). These observations therefore suggest the notochord may have an instructive role in 

establishing spine segmentation. 

1.5 The role of the notochord in spine segmentation 

In addition to secreting patterning cues needed for sclerotome differentiation and 

maintenance, the notochord is an important structural component during spine 

development. In all vertebrates, the notochord functions as the axial scaffold for the 

developing centra and as a precursor for the IVDs. Moreover, work from our lab has also 

shown that notochord vacuoles are critical for resisting compressive bone growth during 

spine development in zebrafish (Bagwell et al., 2020; Ellis et al., 2013a). However, whether 

the notochord plays an instructive role in spine patterning remains an outstanding 

question in spine biology. In lower-order vertebrates, such as teleosts, intrinsic notochord 

segmentation has been observed with the formation of the chordacentra, which are 

mineralized segments that develop from the notochord sheath and underlie vertebral 

body formation (Grotmol et al., 2006). In contrast, evidence for a segmental pattern in the 

notochords of higher-order vertebrates has not been observed. Currently studies in mice 

only suggest that the notochord may be critical for retaining segmentation of the vertebral 

bodies. This conclusion was based on mutants that displayed disruptions in somite 

segmentation and vertebral body morphology, but still preserved the alternating pattern 

of the centra and IVDs within their spines (Burgess et al., 1996).  
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Therefore, whether notochord patterning contributes to spine segmentation in all 

vertebrates or is a fish-specific feature still remains in question. Based on the current 

literature findings, one could also propose that in higher-order vertebrates, mechanisms 

such as notochord patterning, may be concealed by a more influential somite 

segmentation program. In order to address this gap in knowledge, further studies in 

mammalian models examining notochord morphogenesis independently of 

somitogenesis will be needed to fully understand whether the notochord instructs 

vertebral body patterning beyond teleosts.  

1.6 Crosstalk between the notochord and skeletal muscle 

Findings of this research also explore the tissue-level interactions between the 

notochord and paraxial mesoderm during spine morphogenesis. While previous studies 

of spine patterning have primarily focused on the early signaling interactions between the 

notochord and sclerotome tissue, the work described here also examines how cues from 

the skeletal muscle also influence notochord patterning. Therefore, I will describe what is 

presently known regarding signaling cues between the notochord and skeletal muscle 

during development.  

1.6.1 Skeletal muscle architecture in zebrafish 

All vertebrates possess metameric muscle segments required for locomotion. 

These muscles, also known as myotomes, develop from the embryonic somites. In 
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zebrafish, myotomes are initially cuboidal in shape, but eventually adopt a chevron, or 

“V”-shaped morphology, which is thought to be biomechanically optimized for 

swimming (Hoar et al., 1969; Kimmel et al., 1995). While this change in morphology is 

poorly understood, one hypothesis suggests that muscle attachment to the notochord via 

the myosepta drives chevron formation. The myosepta are sheets of connective tissue that 

develop from the somite boundaries and functionally link the dermis to the axial skeleton. 

However, before formation of the axial skeleton, the myosepta are also presumably linked 

to the notochord ECM via a layer of type-I collagen that is situated between the skeletal 

muscle and notochord tissues. Therefore, the connective tissue of the skeletal muscle is 

continuous with the myoseptal matrix, which is also comprised of type-I collagens. 

During the process of swimming, the myosepta serve as the primary site of force 

transmission within the muscles. Force transmission is mediated by the myotendinous 

junctions (MTJs), which are complexes that link the myoseptal matrix to intracellular 

cytoskeletal proteins of muscle fibers (Gemballa and Vogel, 2002). Therefore, in addition 

to chemical cues, these tissues also pose a great deal of mechanical forces on one another 

during development.  

1.6.2 The notochord sheath ECM adheres to the muscle connective 
tissue 

Because histological studies have shown that connective tissues link the notochord 

to the muscle segments, examining the structural components of the ECM surrounding 
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the notochord is critical for understanding how these tissues may signal to one another. 

ECM function in the notochord has been primarily examined in teleosts, with most of the 

components being identified from analyses of notochord-related phenotypes in mutants 

for ECM proteins. Primarily, these studies have focused on the inner and middle layers of 

the matrix. The inner layer, which forms the basement membrane of the notochord is rich 

in laminin proteins (Latimer and Jessen, 2010) while the middle layer is enriched in type-

II collagens (Yan et al., 1995). In contrast, the ECM components of the outer layer, 

sometimes referred to as the “elastic externa” in salmon and lamprey, have not been well-

described in the literature. Earlier work done in lamprey demonstrated that the outer layer 

is rich in elastin proteins, as indicated by using Verhoeff's elastic stain and aldehyde 

fuchsin. The elastic layer is also penetrated by collagen fibrils from the middle ECM layer 

as well as the type-I collagens that make up the connective tissue from the surrounding 

muscles (Schinko et al., 1992).  

Similarly, in salmon, transmission electron microscopy studies of the notochord 

also revealed that the outer elastic layer has a serrated morphology allowing for adhesion 

to the type-I collagen fibrils of the adjacent mesenchyme. As such, the outer layer in 

salmon also serves as an interface between the thin collagen fibrils of the peri-notochordal 

middle layer and the connective tissue of the skeletal muscle (Grotmol et al., 2006). 

Therefore, the peri-notochordal matrix not only provides structural support during 
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development but may also function to help the notochord resist kinking and buckling due 

to compressive loads imposed by the axial muscles.  
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2. Materials and methods 
Fish stocks 

Adult zebrafish of the Ekkwill strain (EK) were maintained and bred as previously 

described (Ellis et al., 2013a; Garcia et al., 2017). All experiments with animals were 

approved by Duke University. Individual fish were used for genetic manipulation 

experiments and compared to siblings and experimental control fish of similar size and 

age. Independent experiments were repeated using separate clutches of animals. Strains 

generated for this study: Tg(col9a2:QF2)pd1163, Tg(QUAS:nlsVenus-V2a-

notch1aICD)pd1164, Tg(QUAS:nVenus-V2a-SuHDN)pd1165, Tg(QUAS:mespbb-p2A-

eGFP)pd1166, Tg(id2a:GFPCaaX)pd1167, and TgBAC(entpd5a:pkRED)hu7478. 

Previously published strains: Tg(col9a2:GFPCaaX)pd1151 (Garcia et al., 2017), 

Tg(osx:mcherry-NTR)pd43, Tg(osx:mTagBFP-2A-CreER)pd45 (Singh et al., 2012), 

Tg(her1:her1-Venus)bk15 (Delaune et al., 2012), Tg(TP1:VenusPEST)s940 (Ninov et al., 

2012), and Tg(-2421/+29sox9b:EGFP)uw2 (Plavicki et al., 2014), referred to in this paper as 

sox9b:eGFP. Transgenic lines were generated using the Tol2 system as described before 

(Kawakami, 2007).  

Transgenesis 

Tol2-mediated transgenesis: Constructs for transgenic fish were generated using 

the same cloning strategies as (Ellis et al., 2013a; Garcia et al., 2017; Rodriguez-Fraticelli et 

al., 2015). The p5E-QUAS and pME-QF2 vectors were gifts from Marnie Halpern (Subedi 
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et al., 2014). The pME-nlsVenus-V2a-notch1aICD and p3E-nVenus-V2a-SuHDN plasmids 

were gifts from David Parichy (Eom et al., 2015). The pBS-SK-QS plasmid was a gift from 

Christopher J. Potter and Liqun Luo (Potter et al., 2010).  

To generate pME-nVenus-V2a-SuHDN, we amplified nVenus-V2a-SuHDN using 

the primers: forward, 5’GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTC 

CATGGCTCCAAAGAAGAAG 3’; reverse, 5’GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGC 

TGGGTCTAGTTCTAGAGGCTCGAGA 3’.  

pME-mespbb-p2A-eGP was generated by amplifying cDNA using primers: 

forward, 

5’GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCCATGGACGCATCATCTCCTTTC 

3’; reverse, 

5’GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCTCCCCAGAACTCTGGTGCGA 3’. 

To generate p5E-id2a, a 1kb sequence from id2a promoter was amplified from 

genomic DNA using primers: forward, 5’AAGCTTCATCGTGCAAACGT 3’; reverse, 

5’CCCACAGTGAGTTCAGAAAGC 3’.  

CRISPR/Cas9 knock-in: To generate the entpd5a-p2A-QF2 knock-in line, we used 

a protocol available from IDT to design an Alt-RTM crRNA guide: 

/AlTR1/rGrGrGrUrUrArUrArCrUrUrCrArGrArUrUrGrGrGrGrUrUrUrUrArGrArGrCr

UrArUrGrCrU/AlTR2/ to target the intron before exon 12. For generating the knock-in 

construct, pUC19:entpd5a-p2A-QF2, we amplified a region of the entpd5a gDNA sequence 
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starting from the intron upstream of exon 12 through the last exon, but excluding the stop 

codon: forward, 5’ CTTGCTAGCCACAATGTGGTTGTGAAGGT 3’; reverse, 5’ 

CTTCTCGAGCTGAATGCTGAAATTGTGGA 3’. The PCR amplicon was then digested 

and ligated into the pUC19:p2A-QF2 backbone. A mixture of Cas9 protein, 

pUC19:entpd5a-p2A-QF2, and the cRNA guide were injected into 1-cell stage embryos 

expressing a QUAS transgene. Embryos were then sorted and raised based on positive 

expression in tissues known to express entpd5a, such as the notochord or jaw bones.  

Calcein staining and skeletal preparations 

Calcein staining and skeletal preparations were done as previously described 

(Garcia et al., 2017). ImageJ was used to count and measure vertebrae using the multipoint 

and line tools, respectively. Measurements for the length and wedge analyses were 

individually recorded from lines drawn either through the center of each centra or along 

the dorsal/ventral sides. Values calculated for each analysis were either normalized to the 

standard length of the fish (length) or were calculated from ratios of dorsal/ventral length 

measurements (wedge) (Hayes et al., 2013). Images taken of Alizarin skeletal preparations 

were converted to black-and-white images and inverted in ImageJ software to better 

highlight defects. 

Drug treatments 

Early DAPT treatment: Transgenic embryos with entpd5a:pkRED expression were 

incubated at 28oC for exactly 7 hours. At this stage, embryos were treated with a 
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concentration of 10mg/mL of pronase in egg water to remove chorions for subsequent 

DAPT treatment. Using an established protocol (Ozbudak and Lewis, 2008), embryos 

were treated with a 100µM concentration of DAPT or a DMSO control for three hours. 

DAPT and DMSO treatments were washed out using three rinses of egg water and 

embryos were left to develop at 28oC until they were transferred to the aquaculture 

system. Larvae were then imaged at 14 dpf using the AX10 Zoom V116 Zeiss microscope 

as described above.  

Late DAPT treatment: 7 dpf larvae expressing entpd5a:pkRED, were imaged using 

the AX10 Zoom V116 Zeiss microscope as described above. Following imaging, larvae 

were treated with either 100µM DAPT or a DMSO control for 24 hours. Fresh DAPT and 

DMSO solutions were replaced after 12 hours. Larvae were removed from treatment, 

imaged, and placed back on to the aquaculture system to recover for 48 hours. After 48 

hours of recovery, larvae were imaged again. Images of the same larva before treatment 

and after treatment were compared for quantifying expression levels.     

In situ hybridization and histological methods 

Twelve µm sagittal cryo-sections of 4% paraformaldehyde-fixed 10 dpf larvae 

were generated for in situ hybridizations. Tissue sections were imaged using a Leica 

DM6000 compound microscope.  

In situ hybridization probes for mespbb and her1 were described previously (Cutty 

et al., 2012; Gajewski et al., 2003). PCR amplification off vectors or linearized vectors were 
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used to generate digoxygenin- 4 labeled cRNA probes. In situ hybridizations were 

performed with the aid of an InSituPro robot (Intavis) as described (Poss et al., 2002). 

Notochord sheath cell isolation for RNA-sequencing 

Notochords from Tg(col9a2:GFPCaaX;entpd5a:pkRED) fish were dissociated to 

generate single cell suspensions for fluorescently labeled cell sorting (FACs) by incubating 

in 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) and 1% collagenase (Sigma) at 32oC for approximately 1 

hour.  (Afgan et al., 2016)Dissociations were encouraged by pipetting every 5-10 min. 

Propidium iodide (Invitrogen) was added to sample before FACs to filter out dead cells. 

Total RNA was prepared from each population using RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (Qiagen). 

RNA samples were evaluated for concentration by Qubit (Thermo Fisher) and for 

integrity using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer. Samples with a RIN value > 7.0 were used for 

RNA-seq analysis. Clontech Ultra low libraries were prepared in triplicate and sequenced 

using the Illumina HiSeq 4000 50 bp single-end read platform. Sequencing data were 

uploaded to the Galaxy web platform, and we used the public server at 

https://usegalaxy.org for analysis (Afgan et al., 2016). Reads were mapped to the GRCz10 

(danRer10) genome using HISAT2, and gene counts were analyzed using htseq-

counts (Kim et al., 2015). htseq-counts were input into DESeq2 to calculate 

differential expression for cell populations (Anders et al., 2015; Love et al., 2014). Genes 

were considered to be enriched in a population if their expression was at least two-fold 

greater in comparison to the other population with an adjusted p value of < 0.05. Principal 
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component analysis was performed in R using the DESeq2 package. All KEGG pathway 

and GO Term analysis was performed using DAVID Bioinformatics Resources 6.8 (Huang 

da et al., 2009a, b). Heat maps were generated using the gplots package in R. 

Microscopy 

Confocal microscopy: Whole-mount confocal live imaging was performed on a 

Fluoview FV3000 (Olympus) confocal microscope equipped with 30×/1.05 silicone oil 

objective (Olympus) and Fluoview software (Olympus), an SP5 upright confocal 

microscope (Leica) equipped with a 20×/0.70 HC PL APO oil objective (Leica) and 

Application Suite software (Leica), and an SP8 inverted confocal microscope (Leica) 

equipped with a 25×/0.95 Fluotar VISIR water objective and Leica Application Suite 

software (Leica). Fish were mounted on to glass bottom dishes in a 1.5-0.6% mixture of 

low melt agarose and egg water, or on slides with 3% methylcellulose and 1X tricaine, 

encircled in a ring of vacuum grease.  

For photobleaching, TP1:VenusPEST transgenic fish were mounted onto glass-

bottom dishes in 3% methylcellulose and 1X tricaine and imaged using the Fluoview 

FV3000 (Olympus) with 30×/1.05 silicone oil objective (Olympus). Prior to photobleaching, 

an initial image was taken. Using LSM stimulation in the Fluoview software (Olympus), 

laser scanning was specifically targeted to one segment which was bleached after three 

scans at 80% laser power lasting 30 seconds each. Fish were rescued in egg water and left 

to recover at 28oC in either egg water, 100µM DAPT, or DMSO control. 
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Additional imaging was done using a AX10 Zoom V116 Zeiss microscope 

equipped with a Plan neofluar Z 1x objective and Zen software (all from Carl Zeiss).  

Laser-cut injuries and imaging: Laser-cutting injuries were imaged using 

a spinning disk confocal head (Perkin Elmer) attached to a Zeiss Axio 

Imager.M2m microscope equipped with a 40×/1.0 NA W Plan-Apochromat dipping 

lens objective and a Hamamatsu EM-CCD (C9100) using Micro-Manager software (Open 

Imaging, San Francisco, CA) (Edelstein et al., 2010). Laser-cuts were performed using 

a Nd:YAG UV laser minilite II (Continuum, San Jose, CA) at a power of 1.3-2.3 µJ (Nova 

Ophir power meter) with a steering mirror for precise laser incisions on fish that were 

mounted in a mixture of 0.9% low melt agarose and egg water. 

Image processing 

When necessary, images were minimally processed in ImageJ software (National 

Institutes of Health) for brightness and contrast. Digital stitching of confocal images was 

done in either in Fluoview (Olympus) or Leica Application Suite (Leica) software. To 

generate surface projections, we used an open-source MATLAB toolbox ImSAnE (Image 

Surface Analysis Environment), which was customized for cylindrical surfaces by 

Sebastian Streichan.  

A U-Net network framework generated by Daniel Härtter was used to perform 

image segmentation on surface projections. Downstream morphometric analysis was also 

generated by Daniel Härtter and Priyom Adhyapok.  
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3. Notochord sheath segmentation guides patterning of 
the spine 

The spine is a segmented axial structure made of alternating vertebral bodies 

(centra) and intervertebral discs (IVDs) assembled around the notochord.  Prior to 

centra formation, the outer epithelial cell layer of the zebrafish notochord, the sheath, 

segments into alternating domains corresponding to the prospective centra and IVD 

areas. This process occurs sequentially in an anteroposterior direction via the 

activation of Notch signaling in alternating segments of the sheath, which transition 

from cartilaginous to mineralizing domains. Subsequently, osteoblasts are recruited 

to the mineralized domains of the notochord sheath to form mature centra. Tissue-

specific manipulation of Notch signaling in sheath cells produces notochord 

segmentation defects that are mirrored in the spine. Together, our findings 

demonstrate that notochord sheath segmentation provides a template for vertebral 

patterning in the zebrafish spine.  

3.1 Introduction 

Segmentation of the vertebrate trunk starts during embryogenesis with the 

formation of somites within the presomitic mesoderm (PSM) (Hubaud and Pourquie, 

2014; Pourquie, 2011). This process is controlled in part, by the segmentation clock 

which acts on the PSM to produce somites in a sequential and highly coordinated 

fashion (Holley et al., 2002; Oates et al., 2012). Synchronization of the segmentation 

clock between cells that assemble into discrete somites depends on the Notch 
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pathway, which coordinates gene expression oscillations across cell boundaries (Jiang 

et al., 2000). The Notch pathway also regulates the period of the segmentation clock 

and thus also controls somite size and number (Liao et al., 2016). Following 

somitogenesis, re-segmentation of the paraxial mesoderm (PM) and condensation of 

the ventral-medial portion, the sclerotome, around the notochord is thought to 

underlie the generation of discrete vertebral bodies (centra) (Fleming et al., 2015; Renn 

et al., 2013). The concept of re-segmentation was introduced by Remak in 1855 

(Remak, 1855) to explain the spatial mismatch between the segments of the PM and 

the vertebral bodies of the spine. Since then, this paradigm has been re-visited, 

validated and modified in different vertebrate animal models (Bagnall et al., 1988; 

Ewan and Everett, 1992; Morin-Kensicki et al., 2002; Ward et al., 2017). However, the 

cellular and molecular processes that underlie the transition from the metameric 

pattern of the PM to that of the spine remain unknown. Particularly, how sclerotome-

derived cells condense around the notochord to produce precise vertebral segments with 

sharp boundaries separated by regular gaps remains unresolved. Moreover, while 

mutations in the Notch pathway lead to somite segmentation and to vertebral 

patterning defects in mice and humans (Sparrow et al., 2012; Turnpenny et al., 2007), 

it is unclear whether the segmentation machinery acts primarily on the PM, the 

notochord, or both. Furthermore, it is also unclear if those Notch pathway mutations 

also affect other cues that may instruct vertebral patterning later in development.  
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Embryological experiments in chick and zebrafish (Fleming et al., 2004; Haga 

et al., 2009; Ward et al., 2017; Watterson et al., 1954), and anatomical studies in salmon 

(Grotmol et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2014) have suggested that the notochord is somehow 

linked to spine patterning. Furthermore, mouse genetic manipulations have 

implicated the notochord in spine development (Choi and Harfe, 2011). However, it 

is not known whether or how the notochord influences the segmentation pattern of 

the spine. Determining whether the notochord instructs spine patterning will shed 

new light on spine morphogenesis and the origin of vertebral defects. 

3.2 Results 

Here, we use live imaging of transgenic zebrafish, transcriptomic analyses and 

tissue specific genetic manipulations to investigate the role of the notochord in spine 

patterning. We show that the outer epithelial cell layer of the zebrafish notochord, the 

sheath, segments into alternating cartilage-like and mineralizing domains prior to the 

formation of centra. Similar to somitogenesis, notochord sheath segmentation occurs 

sequentially in an anteroposterior direction. Subsequently, osteoblasts are recruited 

to the surface of the mineralized sheath domains to form mature vertebral bodies. 

Gene expression analyses, pharmacological and notochord specific genetic 

manipulations indicate that the Notch pathway controls the segmentation of the 

notochord sheath that guides the patterning of the spine. Our work reveals a central 

role for the notochord in morphogenesis of the segmented spine in zebrafish. 
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Figure 7: The notochord segments prior to vertebral body formation 

Live confocal imaging of notochord segmentation (denoted by brackets) and 
osteoblast recruitment (arrows) in col9a2:GFPCaaX and osx:mCherry-NTR 
fish from 3.5 mm standard length (SL) to 5.5 mm SL. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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3.2.1 The notochord sheath segments into alternating domains prior 
to vertebral body formation 

The zebrafish notochord consists of a core of large vacuolated cells surrounded by 

an epithelial sheath that secretes a thick extracellular matrix (Ellis et al., 2013b; Yamamoto 

et al., 2010). These notochord sheath cells have also been referred to as notochord 

epithelial cells or chordoblasts in the past. Vacuole inflation and integrity contribute to 

embryonic axis elongation and straight spine axis formation by providing a hydrostatic 

scaffold (Ellis et al., 2013a; Navis and Bagnat, 2015). The notochord sheath is key for 

scaffold formation and is essential for repairing the notochord after mechanical damage 

(Garcia et al., 2017; Gray et al., 2014). Previously, we generated col9a2 zebrafish transgenic 

reporters that specifically label notochord sheath cells (Garcia et al., 2017). At early stages 

in development, col9a2:GFPCaaX was uniformly expressed in the plasma membrane of all 

sheath cells. However, in larvae as early as 4.0 mm standard length (SL) (Parichy et al., 

2009) we observed a segmented pattern of col9a2-driven GFPCaaX expression that 

generated an alternating pattern of col9a2+ and col9a2-negative domains. Temporally, this 

pattern emerged first in anterior regions and moved in a wave toward the posterior. At 

late stages (6.5 mm SL), col9a2:GFPCaax+ domains exclusively labeled the fully developed 

IVD (Figure 7). 
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Figure 8: Notochord segments form calcified domains, also known as 
chordacentra. 

Live imaging of calcein stained with col9a2:mCherry fish show that col9a2-
-negative domains (denoted by asterisks) become mineralized.  
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To understand the role of col9a2 segmentation in spine patterning, we crossed the 

col9a2 reporter to a transgenic line that labels osteoblasts, Tg(osx:mcherry-NTR) (Singh et 

al., 2012).  Interestingly, we observed that osteoblasts were specifically recruited from the 

PM to patches of col9a2-negative regions in an anteroposterior fashion, prior to the 

formation of mature centra (Figure 7). Previous work has shown that before the 

appearance of ossified centra, mineralized rings, called chordacentra, are formed around 

the zebrafish notochord sheath (Fleming et al., 2004). To visualize col9a2 segmentation in 

relation to the chordacentra, we stained 5.5 mm and 6.0 mm SL col9a2:mcherry fish with 

calcein, which labels calcified structures. This clearly showed that col9a2 expression was 

specific for non-mineralized segments of the notochord (Figure 8). 
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Figure 9: The notochord segments into alternating domains. 

(A) Live confocal images showing alternating entpd5a:pkRed (solid brackets) and 
col9a2:GFPCaaX segments (dotted brackets) in the notochord sheath of a 4.5 mm 
SL fish. Numbers represent the entpd5a segments used for quantifications.  

(B) At 4.0 mm SL, entpd5a:pkRed expression produces segments that expand over time 
to completely mirror centra. 

(C) entpd5a+ segment length (red tones), monitored in segments (8-12), increase as 
col9a2+ domain (green tones) length decrease.  

(D) The number of cells within entpd5a+ segments increase via the transition of 
adjacent col9a2+ cells. Quantifications for (C) and (D) were from 3 individual fish. 
Scale bars are 100 µm.  
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3.2.2 Mineralized sheath domains form sequentially and recruit 
osteoblasts to form centra 

Because notochord sheath mineralization has been shown to require 

ectonucleoside triphosphate/diphosphohydrolase, Entpd5a (Huitema et al., 2012), and 

chordacentra are likely made by the notochord sheath (Fleming et al., 2004; Grotmol et al., 

2006), we utilized TgBAC(entpd5a:pkRED) animals to visualize the col9a2-negative 

notochord sheath segments.  Similar to the downregulation of the col9a2 reporter, 

segmented expression of entpd5a proceeded in an anteroposterior direction starting at 

around 4 days post fertilization (dpf), or approximately 3.5 mm SL (Figure 9A). Newly 

formed entpd5a+ segments typically manifested as one cell wide vertical stripes of cells 

overlapping the col9a2+ domain. Over the course of domain segregation, entpd5a+ 

segments expanded at the expense of the col9a2 domain, while cells at the border of the 

two domains retained expression of both transgenes (Figure 9B-D). Due to perdurance of 

GFPCaaX, segmented expression of entpd5a:pkRED appeared to precede col9a2 

downregulation. These observations indicate that alternating notochord segments arise 

from a seemingly homogeneous cell population, initially labeled by uniform expression 

of col9a2:GFPCaaX. Then, cells fated to form chordacentra transition to expressing both 

transgenes before exclusively expressing entpd5a:pkRED.  
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Figure 10: Notochord segmentation and osteoblast recruitment proceed in an 
anteroposterior manner. 

(A) Monitoring the appearance of entpd5a+ segments over time indicates new 
segments form sequentially every 8 hours. Between 15 and 32 fish were 
quantified for each time point. Means and standard deviations are displayed. 

(B)  Confocal image of a 4.75 mm SL fish sowing that segregation of alternating 
entpd5a+ (solid brackets) and col9a2+ (dotted brackets) segments in the 
notochord sheath precedes osteoblast recruitment (cyan, marked by osx), 
which are only observed in the most mature anterior segments (denoted by 
arrows).  

(C) Confocal image of a 7.25 mm SL fish showing that entpd5a:pkRed expression 
(arrowheads) underlies osteoblasts, marked by Tg(osx:mTagBFP-2A-CreER) 
expression in the spine centra (arrows), while col9a2:GFPCaaX expression is 
confined to the IVD (dotted brackets). Right: zoomed-in z-slice of dotted box 
in left image. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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Tracking the appearance of new entpd5a+ segments over time revealed that these 

segments were formed sequentially, approximately every 8 hours during the initial linear 

phase (r2=0.95), in a manner reminiscent of somite segmentation (Figure 10A). We then 

imaged notochord segmentation together with the osteoblast reporter Tg(osx:mTagBFP-

2A-CreER) (Singh et al., 2012).  We observed that the alternating domains of the notochord 

sheath were established prior to centra formation, and that osteoblasts were specifically 

recruited to the entpd5a:pkRED+ domains (Figure 10B). At later stages (7.25 mm SL), we 

observed that osteoblasts associated with the centra completely overlaid the entpd5a+ 

domains, while col9a2:GFPCaaX labeled the mature IVD that were devoid of osteoblasts 

(Figure 10C). Taken together, these data indicate that notochord sheath cells undergo 

dynamic changes to generate alternating segments, one of which possesses the capacity 

to mineralize and recruit osteoblasts to form centra. 
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Figure 11: The notochord sheath segments into three distinct cell populations. 

Notochord sheath expressing col9a2:GFPCaaX and entpd5a:pkRed produce three cell 
populations: col9a2+ (green bracket), double-positive (yellow brackets), and entpd5a+ 
(red brackets) at 13 dpf or approximately 4.5 mm SL. In the same fish, mature or anterior 
segments express double-positive cells at borders between domains. New, more 
posterior segments consist of double-positive cells. Scale bar 50 µm. 
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3.2.3 Transition of cartilage-like to mineralizing domains involves the 
activation of Notch in the notochord sheath 

To identify transcriptional programs underlying notochord segmentation and 

spine patterning, we used fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate from 13 dpf 

larvae sheath cell populations unique to the col9a2+ domain, the entpd5a+ domain, or the 

transitional (col9a2+/ entpd5a+ double-positive) cells.  These double-positive cells include 

cells from both new segments and overlapping domain boundaries from older segments 

(Figure 11). Isolated cell populations were then used to generate transcriptomes for each 

domain (Figure 11).  
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Figure 12: Notochord segment populations have unique transcriptional signatures. 

(A) Heatmap of differentially expressed genes (DEG) using scaled counts shows that 
the three cell populations possess distinctive clusters of upregulated genes. The 
color gradient indicates measures of SDs from the mean expression level of each 
gene.  

(B) Principal component analysis (PCA) shows clustering of cell populations based on 
expression of all genes.  
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Principal component and differential expression analyses confirmed that each 

population had unique enrichment signatures (Figure 12A-B). Profiling using gene 

ontology (GO) terms and KEGG pathway analysis revealed that genes in the col9a2+ 

domain were associated with cartilage development (e.g. sox9b, col2a1, and matn4) (Figure 

13A and 13B). The transitional (col9a2+/ entpd5a+ double-positive) domain was enriched 

for Notch target genes known to function in somite segmentation such as mespbb, notch1a, 

and ripply1 (Figures 13A-C), and also expresses low levels of her1. By contrast, the entpd5a+ 

domain was enriched in genes implicated in tissue mineralization and osteoblast 

differentiation including scpp1, sp7, and runx2b (Figure 13A-C).  
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Figure 13: The notochord sheath segments into cartilage-like and mineralizing 
domains. 

(A) Heatmap visualization of genes within functionally annotated col9a2+, double-
positive, and entpd5a+ populations show enrichment in genes linked to cartilage 
development, somite segmentation and mineralization, respectively.  

(B) Lists of top GO terms and KEGG pathways. 
(C) Heat map visualization of somite segmentation genes show enrichment in the 

double+ transitional population (top heat map) for mespbb, notch1a, ripply1, and her1; 
whereas notch2, notch3, lfng, and dkk1b were specifically up-regulated in the 
entpd5a+ population (bottom heat map). 
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To validate our findings and interrogate the dynamics of sheath segmentation, we 

generated a transgenic line to label the transitional population by isolating a promoter 

sequence from id2a, a known regulator of proliferation and differentiation (Uribe et al., 

2012). Early in development (4.0 mm SL), id2a:GFPCaax exhibited a segmented pattern of 

expression labeling cells that later gave rise to new entpd5a+ segments (Figure 14).  Then, 

as the new entpd5a+ segments expanded (4.25 mm SL), id2a:GFPCaaX expression was 

restricted to the cells at the boundary between col9a2+ and entpd5a+ sheath domains. These 

observations are consistent with the dynamics of entpd5a+ and col9a2+ domains and the 

distinct transcriptional profile we found for the double-positive cells. Additionally, we 

found that sox9b:eGFP (Plavicki et al., 2014), a known transcriptional regulator of cartilage 

development (Yan et al., 2005), was enriched in the col9a2+ domain, further supporting 

our transcriptomic analyses (Figure 14). These data reveal the existence of well-defined 

alternating domains of gene expression in the notochord sheath corresponding to 

cartilage-like and mineralizing domains.  
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Figure 14: Validation of candidates identified from transcriptional analysis. 

Confocal imaging of transgenic reporter id2a:GFPCaaX shows dynamic expression in the 
notochord sheath specific to the double-positive domain. Imaging of sox9b:eGFP shows 
that express in the notochord sheath is specific to the col9a2+ domain. Developmental 
stages are based on SL and scale bars are 100 µm. 
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One of the most highly up-regulated genes in the transitional population with 

respect to the entpd5a+ and col9a2+ populations was mespbb, a known target of Notch 

signaling (Cutty et al., 2012; Sawada et al., 2000). During zebrafish embryogenesis mespbb 

is expressed at the determination front (somite S-I), and as segmentation proceeds its 

expression keeps shifting posteriorly to remain always at the anterior end of the PSM 

(Cutty et al., 2012; Sawada et al., 2000). In contrast, during notochord segmentation mespbb 

expression was clearly detected in newly formed and mature segments at similar levels 

(Figure 15), suggesting its expression does not oscillate in the notochord as it does during 

PSM segmentation. We also attempted to image the expression of her1:her1-venus during 

notochord segmentation. Expression of this reporter has been shown to oscillate during 

somitogenesis (Delaune et al., 2012). However, expression levels were too low for live 

imaging and we could not determine whether this gene oscillates in the notochord or not. 
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Figure 15: in situ hybridization of mespbb reveals segmented expression in the 
notochord sheath. 

Cryo-sections of 10 dpf larvae show expression of the mespbb transcript in notochord 
sheath cells in a segmented pattern (arrows) that correlates with somite boundaries 
(dotted lines). Scale bars are 50 µm. Red dotted line (bottom panel) indicates where two 
images were manually stitched together. 
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The transition from cartilage-like to mineralizing domains is associated with the 

expression of Notch target genes and mutations in Notch pathway genes have been linked 

to vertebral patterning defects in mouse and humans (Sparrow et al., 2012; Turnpenny et 

al., 2007). Therefore, we tested whether activation of Notch signaling occurs during 

notochord segmentation. To this end, we examined the expression pattern of a previously 

validated reporter of Notch activity which consists of a short half-life form of the 

fluorescent protein Venus (VenusPEST) under the control of a Notch-responsive element 

(TP1) (Ninov et al., 2012). Interestingly, robust Notch activation could be detected in the 

sheath, completely overlapping with entpd5a+ expression domains including newly 

forming and mature segments (Figure 16).  
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Figure 16: Notch signaling is active in double-positive and entpd5a+ domains. 

(A) At 3.7 mm SL, expression of entpd5a:pkRed and TP1:VenusPEST, a reporter for 
Notch activation, shows that Notch signaling is active in double-positive and 
entpd5a+ domains during the formation of new segments (arrows).  

(B) At 5.3 mm SL, expression of TP1:VenusPEST persists in mature entpd5a+ segments.  
Scale bar are 100 µm. 
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Next, we tested the effect of Notch inhibition on sheath segmentation. We found 

that incubation of 7 dpf larvae with the gamma-secretase inhibitor DAPT for 24 hours 

blocked entpd5a induction in the sheath, whereas in larvae that were treated with DMSO, 

2-3 new segments were formed during the same period of time (Figure 17). Remarkably, 

once DAPT was washed out, entpd5a expression completely recovered in the segments 

that had been stalled (Figure 17).  
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 Figure 17: Transient inhibition of Notch using DAPT pauses segment formation. 

Formation of new entpd5a+ segments is halted upon treatment with 100 µM DAPT in 7 dpf 
larvae (DAPT treated, n = 9; DMSO treated, n = 6; p = 0.013) for 24 hours (see schematic; 
red dots indicate imaging time point). Control embryos treated with DMSO still form two 
or three segments (graph). Forty-eight hours following washout of DAPT, entpd5a+ 
segment formation is recovered (arrows) in DAPT-treated fish. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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To better understand the dynamics of Notch activation in the notochord, we 

photobleached single TP1:VenusPEST segments and assayed for recovery of reporter 

expression. We observed partial recovery of the Notch reporter expression after just four 

hours (Figure 18A), and full recovery by 24 hours in the presence of DMSO, but not when 

DAPT was added following photobleaching (Figure 18B). Thus, the strong signal of the 

Notch reporter within entpd5a+ notochord sheath segments was due to continuous 

activation of Notch and not due to perdurance of Venus-PEST. 

Together, these data reveal that the transition from cartilage-like to mineralizing 

domains in the notochord sheath depends on the activation of Notch signaling at regular 

intervals. These data also indicate that Notch activation and sheath segmentation are not 

strictly linear. 
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Figure 18: Notch is continuously active in notochord segments. 

(A) Photobleaching of a single TP1+ segment (red box) in a 4.0 mm larva shows that 
TP1 expression is significantly recovered by 4 hours (arrow).  

(B) Recovery of the photobleached TP1+ segment (red box) is complete by 21 hours in 
DMSO, but not in 100 µM DAPT. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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3.2.4 Altered notochord sheath segmentation leads to matching 
segmentation defects in the spine 

Our gene expression analyses, Notch signaling reporter, and DAPT inhibition data 

revealed that a Notch-dependent mechanism controls segmentation of the notochord 

sheath. However, DAPT inhibits Notch signaling globally and cannot be sustained for 

long enough to allow analysis of its effect on spine patterning. Therefore, to test whether 

notochord and spine segmentation could be altered by manipulating Notch signaling 

specifically in notochord sheath cells, we used the QF2/QUAS system (Subedi et al., 2014) 

to drive effector genes in this tissue. This experimental approach also allowed us to avoid 

somitogenesis defects (Figure 19A and B).  
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Figure 19: Tissue-specific expression in the notochord sheath bypasses 
somitogenesis defects. 

(A) Brightfield imaging of col9a2:QF2 x QUAS:nlsVenus-V2a-notch1aICD 
(QUAS:NICD) or QUAS:nVenus-V2a-SuHDN (QUAS:SuHDN) crosses show 
that QUAS expression does not affect somite patterning or boundary 
formation at 48 hpf.  

(B) Phalloidin staining of 48 hpf embryos did not show defects in somite 
organization compared to clutch-mate controls. White (*) denotes 
pigmentation. Scale bars for (A) and (B) are 100 µm.  

(C) Control siblings from QF2 x QUAS crosses, i.e. expressing one or no 
transgene, did not present defects in notochord or spine segmentation. Scale 
bars are 500 µm. 
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Expression of GFP, or the system components QF2 or QUAS alone, did not lead to 

defects in either notochord or vertebral segmentation (Figure 20A and Figure 19C). In 

contrast, constitutive activation of Notch signaling col9a2 domain by expression of notch1a 

intracellular domain (nlsVenus-V2a-notch1a) (Eom et al., 2015) produced ectopic and 

indistinct patches of entpd5a:pkRED at 14 dpf, as opposed to well defined segmented 

domains (Figure 20B). At later stages, these early defects resolved into wedge, short, and 

pebble vertebrae as visualized by staining with Alizarin red staining (Figure 20B and 

Figure 21A). These more severe phenotypes are strikingly similar to the pebble vertebrae 

observed in humans with mutations in Notch pathway genes (Turnpenny et al., 2007). 

When Notch signaling was inhibited in the col9a2 domain by targeted expression of a 

dominant-negative suppressor of hairless (nVenus-V2a-SuHDN) cassette (Eom et al., 2015), 

we observed that entpd5a+ sheath segments were missing or only partially formed at 14 

dpf (Figure 20C).  This manipulation generated gaps in the entpd5a+ domain that were 

filled later by more, but smaller and fused entpd5a+ segments at the posterior end of the 

notochord and spine (Figures 20C and 21C). Together, these data indicate that Notch 

signaling in notochord sheath cells controls the induction of entpd5a+ domains that 

eventually give rise to mature centra. 
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Figure 20: Alteration of notochord sheath segmentation produces matching 
defects in spine segmentation. 

(A) Bright-field imaging of entpd5a:pkRed expression in the notochord sheath using 
the QF2/QUAS system to overexpress GFP does not alter segmentation. 
Vertebrae length measurements in 30 dpf fish were normalized to standard 
length (n =19). (Caption continued on next page).  
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(B)  Constitutive activation of Notch signaling via expression of QUAS:nlsVenus-
V2a-notch1aICD within the notochord sheath generates patchy entpd5a:pkRed 
segments at 14 dpf. At 21 dpf, some mature notochord segments are wedged, 
incomplete (cyan arrows) or irregularly sized (magenta arrows). Alizarin Red 
staining revealed the same defects in the spine. Quantification of vertebra length 
normalized to the standard length showed highly variable size, particularly in 
the anterior portion of the spine, significantly deviating from the GFP control (n 
= 20, p = 0.0001).  

(C) Inhibition of Notch signaling via expression of QUAS:nVenus-V2a-SuHDN 
resulted in partial or skipped entpd5a:pkRed segments producing gaps in the 
posterior region of the notochord at 14 dpf (dotted bracket). At 21 dpf, smaller 
entpd5a segments (magenta arrows) fill gaps. Alizarin staining shows that these 
defects resulted in irregular spacing and fusions of vertebrae (magenta arrows). 
Measurements of vertebra length normalized to standard length showed 
irregularly sized vertebrae, particularly in the posterior portion of the spine, but 
the majority of these measurements did not differ significantly from the GFP 
control (n = 16). 

(D) Misexpression of mespbb generates partial (cyan arrow) and variably sized 
segments (brackets) at 14 dpf. The same defects were observed at 21 and 30 dpf 
in the mature spine at the same positions. Vertebrae length measurements 
showed high variability throughout the spine axis, significantly differing from 
the GFP control (n = 22, p = 0.0104). Onset and level of mespbb misexpression 
were both attenuated by injection of QS mRNA.  
Scale bars are 500 µm. Vertebrae position started with the first rib-bearing 
vertebra to the last caudal vertebra. We did not include the Weberian apparatus 
or the tail vertebrae in our analysis. The p values for vertebrae length 
comparisons were calculated from a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple-
comparisons test. Skeletal preps were converted to black- and-white images and 
inverted to better highlight defects. Floating bars on graphs display the 
minimum and maximum range for normalized vertebra length (mm). Lines 
denote median values.  
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In zebrafish, overexpression of mesp during somitogenesis has been shown to 

cause severe segmentation defects (Sawada et al., 2000; Windner et al., 2015) and loss of 

function of the mesp genes alters somite boundary formation (Yabe et al., 2016). Moreover, 

orthologues of mespbb in mice and humans have been shown to cause vertebral defects 

(Sparrow et al., 2012; Turnpenny et al., 2007).  Therefore, we decided to test whether 

missexpression of mespbb in the col9a2 domain of the sheath could alter boundary 

formation. Misexpression of QUAS:mespbb-p2A-GFP early in development caused 

embryonic defects. To bypass the early developmental defects, we injected QS (Subedi et 

al., 2014) mRNA at the one-cell stage to inhibit QF2 during early development (Figure 22).  
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Figure 21: Alteration of notochord sheath segmentation produces defects in centra 
shape, size, and average number. 

(A) Graphs depicting dorsal/ventral length ratios of centra in col9a2:QF2 x 
QUAS:GFP (n=19) and col9a2:QF2 x QUAS:nlsVenus-V2a-notch1aICD (n=20) 
fish. To characterize vertebral shape changes, we measured the length of 
individual centra along the dorsal and ventral sides as shown before (Hayes 
et al., 2013). Horizontal dotted lines demarcate ±0.1 ratio spreads, determined 
by the maximum deviation observed in col9a2:QF2 x QUAS:GFP controls. 
Deviation from a ratio of 1±0.1 is apparent for multiple centra along the 
anterior portion of the spine in col9a2:QF2 x QUAS:nlsVenus-V2a-
notch1aICD fish. Individual fish are represented by a unique color and each 
individual centra is represented by a unique point. The graph’s x-axis extends 
in the anterior (A) posterior (P) direction, starting with the first rib-bearing 
vertebrae and ending with the last caudal vertebrae. (Caption continued on 
next page).   
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(B) Graph depicting the number of centra for misexpression crosses. Expression of 
QUAS:nVenus-V2a-SuHDN results in a statistically significant increase in the 
number of centra (n=16; p=0.0093). Whereas the mean number of centra in 
controls expressing QUAS:GFP was 26, fish expressing QUAS:nVenus-V2a-
SuHDN on average had 27 centra. Conversely, expression of QUAS:mespbb-p2A-
eGFP led to a decrease in the mean number of centra (n=22; p=0.0292). 
Manipulations with QUAS:nlsVenus-V2a-notch1aICD (NICD) did not lead to a 
significant increase or decrease in the number of segments. p values for number 
of centra were determined via Welch’s unequal variances t-test. 

(C) Centra length comparisons between manipulations show that significantly 
longer centra compared to controls were generated upon expression of NICD 
(n=20, p=0.0001) and mespbb (n=22, p=0.0104). p values for vertebrae length 
comparisons were calculated from a 1-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple 
comparisons test. For graphs (B) and (C), error bars denote mean and SEM. All 
analyses exclude the Weberian and caudal tail vertebrae. 
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Under these conditions, the onset of QUAS:mespbb-p2A-GFP misexpression was 

delayed, allowing the development of notochord segments and spine centra that showed 

variable lengths throughout the axis (Figure 20D). On average, centra were longer and 

their number was decreased in fish expressing QUAS:mespbb-p2A-eGFP compared to 

controls (Figures 21B and 21C). These data suggest that expression of mespbb in the 

notochord sheath regulates segment size, possibly via regulating boundary formation and 

Notch as it has been shown in the mouse PM (Sasaki et al., 2011).  

Together, our genetic manipulations indicate that Notch-dependent notochord 

sheath segmentation instructs the precise patterning of centra in the zebrafish spine. 
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Figure 22: Delayed expression of QUAS:mespbb-p2A-eGFP bypasses 
early embryonic defects. 

Compared to siblings lacking transgenic expression, 
col9a2:QF2;QUAS:mespbb-p2A-eGFP fish expressing both transgenes had 
severe defects. Injection of 50 pg or 100 pg of QS RNA (Potter et al., 2010) 
delayed onset of mespbb-p2A-eGFP expression and partially rescued early 
developmental defects. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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3.3 Discussion 

We have found that zebrafish notochord sheath cells segment into alternating 

mineralizing and cartilage-like domains, and that selective recruitment of osteoblasts to 

only one of these domains (the mineralized domains) underlies the segmented patterning 

of the spine. It is also possible that the col9a2+ domains somehow repel osteoblasts as well, 

thereby contributing to the specification of the IVD. Our work reveals that the 

establishment of the instructive pattern of the sheath involves the activation of Notch 

signaling in alternating domains of notochord sheath cells.  

Several features of the notochord sheath segmentation process shown here are 

generally reminiscent of the somite segmentation clock, suggesting that a similar 

mechanism acts in the notochord. However, several lines of evidence argue against a 

clock-like mechanism controlling notochord sheath segmentation. First, in contrast to 

what has been shown for somitogenesis, Notch signaling is continuously active and 

seemingly uniform in all the mineralizing notochord sheath segments (Figures 17-19). 

Second, mespbb expression does not seem to oscillate in the notochord as it does in the 

PSM (Figure 15). Third, the generation of segments is not strictly linear in time and 

direction in the notochord sheath as is the case of somitogenesis. That is, notochord 

segments can recover and be filled-in following transient inhibition (Figures 17 and 20C). 

In contrast, areas of the PSM that are affected by Notch inhibition (e.g. transient DAPT 

treatment) do not recover (Ozbudak and Lewis, 2008). Fourth, the notochord is still 
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segmented in areas adjacent to unsegmented PM (Figures 23A and B). While it cannot be 

formally excluded that a form of the segmentation clock acts in the notochord, such clock 

would have to be differentially regulated in the sheath with respect to the PM. Indeed, 

genetic impairment of segmentation clock genes her1, her7, hes6 and tbx6 leaves notochord 

sheath segmentation largely intact (Lleras Forero et al., 2018). Another important 

difference is that the notochord sheath segments into two distinct domains of epithelial 

cells rather than into identical units of mesenchyme separated by epithelial boundaries. 

The absence of a topological transition such as the one that occurs during somitogenesis 

may explain the need for continuous activation of Notch signaling to maintain domain 

segregation in the segmented notochord sheath.  
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Figure 23 Somite boundaries influence the spatial distribution of notochord sheath 
segments. 

(A) Brightfield imaging of entpd5a:pkRED at 14 dpf tbx6 mutants (fssti1) shows 
notochord segments (brackets) exhibit high size variability compared to their 
wild type siblings. Following the same fish at 21 dpf, the same pattern was also 
observed. At 30 dpf, alizarin red stains show that mutants develop severely 
deformed arches (magenta arrows) and variably sized centra. (Caption 
continued on next page). 
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(B) Quantification of centra length in calcein stained tbx6 mutants (fssti1), at 21 
dpf showed greater variability compared to WT siblings (n=14 and 11 for 
mutant and WT, respectively, p£0.0001).  

(C) Embryos were exposed to 100µM DAPT or DMSO treatment at 7 hours post 
fertilization (hpf) for 3 hours (see schematic; red dot indicates imaging time 
point).  

(D) Embryos exposed to 100µM DAPT develop focal defects in somite 
segmentation (cyan box outlines disrupted somite boundaries traced with 
dotted pink lines). Brightfield imaging of entpd5a:pkRED showed defects in 
notochord segment size and spacing (brackets) after DAPT was washed out 
compared to control DMSO treated animals. Scale bars are 500 µm. 
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Our work suggests that, in addition to differentiation of distinct cell populations, 

continuous Notch activation is also required for sheath mineralization, at least in part 

through the control of entpd5a expression. Notch signaling has been implicated in 

mineralization in other contexts (Liu et al., 2016) and it is a common theme in a wide range 

of differentiation processes such the one shown here. However, it is unclear whether 

mineralization and differentiation are separable processes in the notochord. Future work 

with more precise genetic tools will be needed to explore this question further.  

How Notch signaling is initiated in space and time and how it spreads laterally to 

produce segments of precise length and sharp boundaries remain unclear.  It is possible 

that Notch-dependent mechanisms such as stripe refinement (Corson et al., 2017) and 

lateral induction (Saravanamuthu et al., 2009) regulate segment expansion and boundary 

formation. The control of segment size is likely influenced by the spacing of segments; as 

irregularly spaced sheath segments are also unevenly sized (Figures 23A-D).  Our data 

also suggest that notochord and spine segment size and number are linked, e.g. 

misexpression of mespbb produces less segments that are also larger (Figures 21B and 21C). 

Regulation of notochord segment size and boundaries may involve negative feed-back 

loops regulated by effectors such as mespbb and id2a (Uribe et al., 2012; Windner et al., 

2015; Yabe and Takada, 2016).  

On the other hand, the location and spacing of new notochord segments seems to 

be influenced by interactions between the notochord and the paraxial mesoderm (PM).  In 
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null mutants for tbx6 (a.k.a. fssti1) somite boundaries are lost or disorganized (Brend and 

Holley, 2009; van Eeden et al., 1996), and notochord and vertebral segments show a high 

level of variance in length that can be traced to the irregular placement of new entpd5a+ 

segments (Figures 23A and 23B). Interestingly, a similar phenotype occurs when somite 

boundaries are locally affected by transient exposure to DAPT during somitogenesis 

(Figures 23C and 23D), suggesting that somite boundaries somehow contribute to the 

precise placement of adjacent entpd5a+ notochord segments. The rostro-caudal 

polarization of somites may serve as a mechanism to allocate the sclerotome populations 

that migrate toward the mineralized domains of the notochord sheath along somite 

boundaries to form each centrum.  

Our study fills an important gap in our understanding of spine patterning. 

However, many questions remain open and new ones have emerged. Uncovering the 

cellular and molecular mechanisms controlling the precise activation and spreading of 

Notch signaling domains during notochord segmentation is key for elucidating the origin 

of vertebral defects. 
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4. The notochord and myotendinous junctions 
cooperatively pattern the segmented spine 

Having uncovered an instructive role for the notochord sheath in spine 

morphogenesis, we next decided to investigate potential mechanisms regulating 

notochord segment initiation and patterning. Previously, we observed that null mutants 

for the gene tbx6 (a.k.a. fssti1) or embryos treated transiently with DAPT, had defects in 

somite boundary formation and notochord segmentation (Wopat et al., 2018). These 

findings suggested that tissue-level interactions between the notochord and the paraxial 

mesoderm influence, or potentially regulate notochord segment patterning. In order to 

interrogate the influence of the paraxial mesoderm on notochord patterning, I 

implemented quantitative imaging strategies to generate surface projections of the 

notochord, thereby allowing me to visualize segment formation across the entire tissue. 

Based on these approaches, I have been able to describe notochord segmentation with 

enhanced detail and observe distinct patterning events which I termed: segment seeding, 

convergence, and expansion. By utilizing these new criteria, I observed that segment 

“seeding”, and the downstream events of convergence and expansion, are impacted when 

cues from the muscle segment boundaries, or myosepta are disrupted. Together, these 

data suggest that there are tissue-level interactions between the notochord and the somites 

to collectively establish the alternating segmented pattern of vertebrae and IVDs within 

the vertebral column.  
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4.1 Introduction  

In zebrafish and other teleosts, embryonic and notochord segmentation are critical 

morphogenetic processes for proper spine patterning. However, a careful examination of 

how these sequential events cooperatively establish the centra and IVDs of the spine has 

not been previously reported. Currently, the only studies that have examined crosstalk 

between the notochord and the adjacent axial tissues were conducted in chick and salmon. 

Embryological approaches in chick demonstrated that both the notochord and sclerotome 

are necessary for segmented spine patterning (Ward et al., 2017). Additionally, 

histological studies in salmon revealed that the outermost layer of the notochord sheath, 

the elastic externa, attaches to the connective tissue of the axial musculature. These 

observations regarding the interconnectivity between the notochord and the adjacent 

musculature point toward a mechanism in which the elastic membrane transfers forces 

from the muscles to the notochord (Grotmol et al., 2006). However, whether tensile 

stresses from the skeletal muscles have an impact on notochord patterning has not been 

functionally tested or observed in the literature before.  

4.2 Results 

In order to better understand this tissue-level association, I utilized transgenic 

lines that labeled the notochord as well as the myotendinous junctions (MTJs), which are 

the functional units within the myosepta, linking adjacent muscle segments to one 

another. Then using genetic perturbations, transient DAPT treatments, and a novel laser-
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cutting approach, I tested how skeletal muscle patterning and functionality influences 

notochord segmentation.  

4.2.1 Visualizing the entire surface of the notochord sheath images 
using Image Surface Analysis Environment (ImSAnE) 

In order to gain a better understanding of notochord sheath segmentation, I 

implemented a quantitative imaging approach that allowed me to visualize the entire 

surface of the notochord sheath, called Image Surface Analysis Environment (ImSAnE). 

ImSAnE transforms 3D, Z-stack confocal image data of zebrafish notochords 

into 2D surface projections, similar to “unwrapping” the notochord to generate a map of 

the surface (Heemskerk and Streichan, 2015) (Figure 24A).  

4.2.2 Notochord segments are patterned initially from dorsal and 
ventral “seeds” 

In order to observe patterning dynamics underlying notochord segmentation with 

better resolution, I acquired time courses of the same fish during initial patterning stages 

(3.75 mm to 4.50mm SL). This time course revealed that expression of entpd5a:pkRed cells 

first appear along the dorsal (D) and ventral (V) planes of the notochord (Figure 24B). 

After processing these same image data using ImSAnE (Figure 24C), I was able to 

visualize small clusters of entpd5a+ cells, which I termed as “seeding” events, along the 

dorsal and ventral surfaces more clearly. Similar to our earlier observations regarding 

whole-segment patterning, seeding events arose in a sequential, anteroposterior manner. 

At later stages, DV seeds converged along the lateral portions of the notochord to form 
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complete segments. Lastly, after a new segment encircled the entire surface of the 

notochord, segments expanded via the bilateral induction of entpd5a:pkRed, in a process I 

termed segment expansion.  
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Figure 24: Notochord segments are patterned initially from dorsal and ventral 
“seeds”. 

(A) Workflow of ImSAnE image processing pipeline using three-dimensional, Z-stack 
confocal image data. ImSAnE detects the surface of the notochord to generate a 
point cloud. Data from the point cloud is extracted to generate a two-dimensional 
surface projection of the notochord sheath. 

(B) Max projections from confocal images taken of the same wild-type larva 
expressing entpd5a:pkRed and col9a2:GFPCaaX during notochord segmentation. 

(C) Surface projections of entpd5a:pkRed expression generated from three-dimensional, 
Z-stack confocal image data show that segments are ‘seeded’ along the dorsal and 
ventral surfaces of the notochord (white arrows), which can be better visualized in 
the zoomed in region (orange box). As segmentation patterning progresses, these 
seeds converge to form a full segment, which also continues to expand at later 
developmental stages. The patterning process is schematized to the right of the 
image. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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4.2.3 Segment seeding correlates with myotendinous junction 
attachments 

While I uncovered a correlation between defects in somite boundary patterning 

with variably sized notochord segments and vertebral bodies in my previous work, I had 

yet to investigate how these two tissues were physically interacting. In order to gain a 

more complete understanding of the association between the notochord and its nearby 

tissues, I imaged notochord segments using entpd5a:pkRed along with a transgenic line, 

Bactin:pxna-eGFP, which labeled the myotendinous junctions (MTJs), or the functional 

units of the zebrafish myosepta. The myosepta serve as tendon-like structures that arise 

from the somite boundaries and functionally integrate all of the axial tissues including the 

muscle segments, the notochord, and the skin, in order to facilitate locomotion (Figure 

25A). Because the Bactin:pxna-eGFP line labels the MTJs within the myosepta, I use these 

terms interchangeably.  

In a 4.25 mm SL larva expressing Bactin:pxna-eGFP and entpd5a:pkRed, segment 

seeds appeared to form next to myosepta/MTJ attachment points along the notochord 

(Figure 25B). Furthermore, a three-dimensional rendering of this same image also showed 

that the MTJs are also in close association with notochord in segmented regions (Figure 

25C).  Therefore, this data suggests that the precise induction of new seeds along the 

notochord surface may be influenced through physical connections with the myosepta. 
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Figure 25: Notochord segments initiate next to sites of myoseptal attachments. 

(A) Schematic of the zebrafish notochord and muscle segments. The muscle segments 
are functionally connected by the myotendinous junctions (MTJs), which are the 
transmembrane complexes that link the myoseptal matrix with intracellular 
cytoskeletal proteins of muscle fibers. 

(B) A max projection of a 4.25 mm SL larva expressing entpd5a:pkRed and Bactin:pxna-
eGFP, which labels the MTJs, show that new segments initiate at locations of 
myoseptum attachment along the ventral side of the notochord (arrows).  

(C) 3-D rendering of the same image shows that the myosepta are sheet-like structures 
that closely associate with the surface of the notochord. Segment seeding events 
(white arrows) occur in locations where the left and right myosepta closely 
associate with one another. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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4.2.4 Localized defects in myotendinous junction formation impacts 
notochord segment seeding  

Given this close association, I hypothesized that embryos that had disruptions in 

somite and myosepta patterning would improperly seed new notochord segments. To test 

this, I utilized fssti1 mutants expressing notochord sheath reporters, entpd5a:pkRed and 

col9a2:GFPCaaX, and the MTJ transgenic line Bactin:pxna-eGFP. Confocal imaging of the 

same fish from 4.00 mm to 4.75 mm SL revealed that the myosepta are broadly disrupted 

along the entire axis of the fish (Figure 26A-B). Surface projections of the entpd5a:pkRed 

expression also revealed that segment seeding was often prematurely induced in the 

posterior region of the notochord, generating large gaps between seeds. Additionally, 

when these out-of-order seeding events were detected in gaps at later stages of 

development, I observed that these gap-filling seeds often appeared along the lateral 

surface of the notochord instead of at DV locations (Figure 26C). These defects in the 

spatiotemporal seeding also led to patterning issues downstream, affecting both segment 

convergence and expansion. 
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Figure 26: fss mutants display defects in segment seeding. 

(A) Schematic of the zebrafish notochord and the global loss of muscle segmentation 
in fss mutants. 

(B) Max projections generated from confocal images acquired from the same fss 
mutant larva expressing entpd5a:pkRed, col9a2:GFPCaaX, and Bactin:pxna-eGFP 
during notochord segmentation. Bactin:pxna-eGFP expression shows that MTJ 
patterning is also severely disrupted in mutants.  

(C) Surface projections of the same confocal time course, visualizing only 
entpd5a:pkRed expression showed that segment seeding is broadly disrupted. A 
zoomed-in region (orange box) highlights that segment seeding events occur along 
the lateral surface of the notochord, instead of at the D/V locations, and also occurs 
in a non-sequential manner (orange arrows). The schematic to the right illustrates 
the loss of proper seeding leads to downstream defects in segment convergence 
and segment expansion. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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Because we cannot rule out the possibility that the notochord segmentation 

patterning is impacted in fssti1 mutants, we also utilized a pharmacological approach that 

we and others have previously used to induce focal somitogenesis defects. These focal 

disruptions are produced by treating embryos with the Notch inhibitor, DAPT, from 7 hpf 

to 10 hpf, which locally impacts somite segmentation in 4-8 segments. However, since the 

drug was washed out several days before notochord segmentation, Notch signaling 

should be unaffected during notochord patterning.  

Imaging of fish that were treated with DAPT, expressing col9a2:GFPCaaX, 

entpd5a:pkRed, and Bactin:pxna-eGFP, showed defects in myoseptum formation in 

localized regions (Figures 27A and 27B). Notochord segmentation was only impacted in 

the disrupted region, resulting in the formation of an aberrant gap between segments.  

Surface projections of only entpd5a:pkRed revealed that a seeding event was skipped in the 

disrupted region at 4.25 mm SL, but was induced much later at 4.75 mm SL, when seeding 

should already be completed (Figure 27C). This late seeding event led to the formation of 

a much smaller segment, ultimately causing a segment expansion defect.  
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Figure 27: Localized defects in myosepta patterning from early DAPT treatment 
correlate with segment seeding and expansion defects. 

(A) Schematic of early DAPT treatment and localized disruption of muscle 
segmentation in DAPT-treated larva. (Caption continued on next page). 
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(B) Max projections of the same DAPT-treated larva expressing entpd5a:pkRed, 
col9a2:GFPCaaX, and Bactin:pxna-eGFP. Bactin:pxna-eGFP expression shows 
focal defects in muscle segmentation correlate with defects in notochord 
segmentation (dotted orange brackets).  

(C) Surface projections generated from the same confocal time course, 
visualizing only entpd5a:pkRed expression showed that segment seeding is 
skipped in the region of disrupted muscle segmentation. A zoomed-in region 
(orange box) highlights that a gap in entpd5a expression occurs, but is later 
filled in at later stages of development (4.75-5.00 mm SL) in a non-sequential 
manner (orange arrows). The schematic to the right illustrates the skipped 
seeding event leads to downstream defects in segment expansion. Scale bars 
are 100 µm. 
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Based on these observations with both fss mutants and DAPT-treated animals, I 

concluded that the MTJs aid with segment seeding. Indeed, quantifying seeding events 

across all timepoints revealed that in fss mutants and DAPT-treated fish, seeding events 

were significantly shifted from ventral locations (Figure 28). It should also be noted that 

this particular quantification approach was not able to account for dorsal seeding events 

since image processing steps often excluded those from our analysis.  
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Figure 28: Polar plots of segment seeding show seeding events are shifted in fss and 
DAPT-treated larvae. 

Polar plots display locations of seeding events, which were classified as groups of 25 
cells or less and quantified from all imaging time points. In fss mutants and DAPT-
treated fish, segment seeding events were significantly shifted from ventral (denoted by 
‘V’ and 180° on the plot) to lateral locations. For DAPT images, only disrupted regions 
were quantified.  
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4.2.5 Laser injuries along myotendinous junctions delay segment 
initiation 

While disruptions in myoseptum formation demonstrated the potential for an 

interdependent patterning mechanism between the notochord and adjacent axial tissues, 

I also needed to first exclude the possibility that other tissues, such as the sclerotome, were 

influencing this process. Therefore, I utilized a laser-cutting approach to injure the dorsal 

and ventral myosepta on both the right and left sides of fish larvae expressing 

entpd5a:pkRed and Bactin:pxna-eGFP at 7 dpf during notochord segmentation (Figure 29A).  

Immediately following laser cutting, I observed that the injured myoseptum was 

more relaxed in comparison to its pre-cut morphology (Figure 29B). Then, 2 days post 

laser-cutting (dplc), I imaged expression of Bactin:pxna-eGFP and entpd5a:pkRed to 

visualize both the injured myosepta morphology and notochord segmentation. 

Interestingly, at 2 dplc, notochord segments adjacent to cut regions failed to seed or were 

delayed in comparison to uncut regions. However, by 4 and 6 dplc, I observed that 

segments starting to form again, although they were delayed in comparison to more 

posterior segments (Figure 29C). Surface projections also illustrated that these later 

seeding events still occurred at the dorsal and ventral locations, indicating that the once 

the injured myosepta are able to heal, the segment patterning process proceeds as normal 

(Figure 29D). Importantly, these findings revealed that notochord segmentation is likely 

influenced by the myosepta, and not sclerotome patterning. Furthermore, this injury 
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indicated that myosepta are mechanically coupled to the notochord, and that force 

transmission from the muscle may induce notochord segment seeding. 
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Figure 29: Laser-cutting MTJs prevents adjacent notochord segment initiation. 

(A) Schematic representation of laser-cutting set up. Dotted blue lines indicate the 
orientation and extent of laser-cuts along all four, surrounding myosepta.  

(B) Image showing the morphology of a pre-cut MTJ (magenta) and a post-cut MTJ 
(green). The post-cut MTJ has a more relaxed morphology in comparison to the 
straight precut morphology.  

(C) Max projections of entpd5a:pkRed and Bactin:pxna-eGFP show that in regions that 
were injured by laser-cutting (denoted by blue lightning bolts), segment seeding 
events were delayed 2 days post laser-cutting (dplc). By 4 and 6 dplc, segments 
began to form again in laser-cut regions. 

(D) Surface projections of just the entpd5a:pkRed transgene generated from the same 
confocal images shows that segment seeding is delayed (orange arrows) in 
comparison to more posterior segments. By 4 and 6 dplc, segments have started to 
develop, but are delayed in comparison to those that formed earlier in the 
posterior. Scale bars are 100 µm. 
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4.2.6 Laser injuries cause muscle detachment from myotendinous 
junctions 

While the laser-cutting experiments nicely demonstrated that injuring the 

myosepta led to a loss of segment seeding, it was difficult to visualize the severity and 

range of the laser-cut injury with just the Bactin:pxna-eGFP transgenic line. Therefore, in 

order to address the extent of the injury post-cutting, I utilized the id2a:GFPCaaX 

transgenic line I previously developed (Wopat et al., 2018). In addition to expressing in 

the notochord sheath and myosepta, I observed id2a:GFPCaaX expression labeled the axial 

musculature as well. Therefore, by using this reporter, I was able to visualize whether 

muscle cells were impacted post laser-cutting. Two days after laser-cutting, I observed 

injuries within the muscle cells, but myoseptum morphology was only mildly impacted 

(Figure 30B). These injuries resolved once the fish recovered for 4 to 6 days. Importantly, 

notochord segmentation only began once the muscle was mostly healed (Figure 30C). 

Furthermore, these experiments indicated that the laser-cut injuries were primarily 

causing muscle detachment from the myosepta, potentially impacting force transmission 

to the notochord. 

 So, to test whether force transmission was impacted, I also cut the muscle, which 

I predicted would be similar to paralyzing the muscle segment (Figure 30A). Interestingly, 

the laser-cut injuries in the muscle tissue strongly resembled the injuries I had observed 

in the myoseptum cuts (Figure 30B) and imaging at 2 dplc revealed that notochord 
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segmentation was delayed in only the cut region. However, once the injury was repaired, 

notochord segmentation was able to restart (Figure 30C).  
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Figure 30: Laser-cutting injuries result in muscle fibers detaching from the MTJs. 

(A) Schematic representation of laser-cuts performed on MTJs (top) and muscle 
segments (bottom).  

(B) 3D renderings of 4.50 mm SL larvae expressing id2a:GFPCaaX and entpd5a:pkRed 
that were either subjected to laser-cuts along their MTJ or their muscle segments 
(denoted by dotted blue line). Both injuries result in muscle cells detaching from 
their adjacent MTJs (orange arrows).  

(C) Max projections from a time courses visualizing the injury recovery after laser-
cutting (denoted by blue lightning bolts) in both MTJ and muscle injury 
conditions. Over 6 days, injury recovery was monitored with id2a:GFPCaaX in 
tandem with segment formation (entpd5a:pkRed). Notochord segmentation only 
proceeded once the laser-cutting injuries were resolved (orange arrows). Scale 
bars are 100 µm.  
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Taken together, this data suggests that forces from the skeletal muscles are 

transmitted to the notochord via the myosepta. Upon injury to the myosepta or muscle, 

forces are locally reduced, and I hypothesize that this generates ‘slack’ on the myoseptum-

notochord connection (Figure 31). Therefore, forces are transmitted elsewhere until the 

muscle attachments are largely repaired.  
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Figure 31: Schematic of muscle detachment from laser-cutting injuries of the 
MTJs and muscle.  

(A) Laser-cutting of the MTJ or along the muscle leads to a loss of muscle 
attachment via their myofiber connections to the MTJ. 

(B) Loss of muscle attachment then prevents force transmission to the 
notochord since the MTJ is no longer engaged.   
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4.3 Discussion 

Collectively, this data suggests that the notochord and skeletal muscle 

cooperatively establish the segmented pattern of the spine in zebrafish. While the 

mechanisms underlying how these tissues pattern one another still need to be investigated 

thoroughly, the laser-cutting data suggests that notochord segmentation may be partly 

induced by mechanical cues transmitted from the skeletal muscle via the myosepta/MTJs. 

However, whether muscle activity or force transmission is impacted by the MTJ and 

muscle injuries requires further investigation.   
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5. Mechanical signaling in the notochord sheath 
contributes to precise segmented patterning 

Given our findings that suggest mechanical coupling of the notochord and skeletal 

muscles aid in segment initiation, I decided to see if there was any indication that 

notochord sheath cells were responding to increased levels of stress during segmentation. 

To investigate this question, I first utilized quantitative imaging approaches to visualize 

whether MTJ attachments locally induced tissue deformation. I also generated novel 

transgenic tools to monitor localization of mechanosensing proteins, which revealed the 

nucleation of stable, tension-sensitive protein clusters in segment seeding events as well 

as mature notochord segments. Together, these findings suggest that the myosepta 

contribute to notochord segmentation through local activation of contractile complexes. 

5.1 Introduction 

During morphogenesis, differential activation and localization of actomyosin 

proteins are necessary to generate cell and tissue-level deformations that culminate in a 

robustly patterned adult organ. Several factors are known to contribute to the spatial 

organization of contractility machinery and the modulation of cortical tension within cells 

(Murrell et al., 2015). Between cells, adhesion complexes are constantly integrating cues 

from short- and long-range forces within the tissue in an effort to maintain cell-cell 

contacts (Yap et al., 2018). Additionally, cells also sense changes in ECM stiffness through 

complexes such as focal adhesions (Zaromytidou, 2013). Transmission of mechanical 
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signals through these complexes often lead to alterations in cell contractility, transcription, 

or polarization that contribute to tissue patterning events (Heisenberg and Bellaïche, 

2013).  

5.2 Results 

In the notochord, I have found that transcripts for proteins typically associated 

with cell adhesion and focal adhesion complexes were enriched in double+ cells. 

Furthermore, I have observed actomyosin machinery is cortically localized in new and 

mature segments, indicating that these cells may be experiencing increased levels of stress. 

Due to their proximity to the myosepta, which is a mechanically loaded structure, I predict 

that this cortical localization results from localized tissue deformation and activates 

downstream events that induce segment formation. 
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Figure 32: Curvature analysis of the notochord sheath shows the tissue locally 
deforms in segmenting regions. 

Workflow of curvature analysis using Z-stack confocal image data. First, ImSAnE 
detects the surface of the notochord to generate a point cloud. The point cloud data is 
then used to produce a mesh of the surface using the open-access software, Meshlab. 
Then, curvature classifications, also performed in Meshlab, show that the notochord 
sheath is locally deformed in regions where new segments are forming.   
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5.2.1 Tissue curvature changes at sites of myosepta attachment 

Using point clouds generated from the ImSAnE imaging pipeline, I was able to 

analyze tissue curvatures using the open-source software package, MeshLab. Based on 

correlating segmented entpd5a:pkRed expression with changes in tissue curvature, I 

observed that the notochord appears to locally deform at locations of segment seeding 

and convergence events (Figure 32). Therefore, this change in tissue curvature indicates 

cells may be responding to external cues stemming from the peri-notochordal ECM, 

skeletal muscles, or perhaps internal cues arising from forces within the growing tissue.  
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Figure 33: Mechanosensing transcripts are enriched in the double-positive cell 
population. 

Heatmap visualization of transcripts implicated in mechanosensation in adhesion 
complexes are enriched in the double-positive population.  
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5.2.2 Segments show enriched transcriptional profiles and protein 
localization for mechanosensing complexes 

In order to investigate whether cells were locally responding to mechanical cues 

during notochord segmentation, I re-analyzed the RNA-sequencing dataset I generated 

previously (Wopat et al., 2018). This analysis revealed that a number of transcripts 

involved in mechanosensation, particularly in adhesion complexes, were enriched within 

the double+ cell population. These included: vcla, pxna, actn1, tln2a, zyx, tns2b, and ptk2ab 

(Figure 33).  
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Figure 34: Vinculin localizes to new and mature segments. 

(A) Embryos expressing TP1:VenusPest were injected with RFP-vinculin mRNA at the 
one cell stage and imaged using confocal microscopy at 3.75 mm SL. RFP-vinculin 
localizes specifically to new segments (blue arrows) and also is enriched in regions 
that are fated to become new segments (dotted magenta box).  

(B) At later time points (5.5 mm SL), id2a:GFPCaaX fish injected with RFP-vcla mRNA 
at the one cell stage still show that RFP-Vinculin protein is stably localized in 
mature segments (magenta brackets). RFP-Vinculin also is enriched along the 
middle of the segment, which is also adjacent to the myosepta attachment sites. 
Scale bars are 50 µm.  
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To test whether these findings from our RNA-sequencing data were biologically 

significant, I injected embryos with RFP-vcla mRNA, and confirmed that RFP-Vinculin 

localized to segment seeds and mature segments (Figure 34). Furthermore, a transgenic 

line expressing LifeAct-GFP in the col9a2+ cells (Tg(col9a2:laGFP)), also showed cortical 

localization of F-actin in newly formed segments and stress fibers in mature segments 

(Figure 35).  
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Figure 35: New and mature segments exhibit cortical localization of F-actin and stress 
fiber formation. 

At unsegmented stages (4.00 mm SL), expression of LifeAct-GFP in col9a2 cells does not 
indicate F-actin formation. At later stages, F-actin localizes to the cell cortex (white 
arrow in 4.50 mm SL image) and also forms stress fibers (white arrows) in entpd5a+ cells 
at 5.00 mm SL. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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Lastly, I generated a QUAS reporter line for non-muscle myosin (myl9b) and 

observed that myosin proteins were cortically enriched in entpd5a+ segments prior to 

segment patterning, when visualized with the Notch reporter TP1:VenusPest (Figure 36A). 

At later stages, cortical localization of myosin is confined to mature segments (Figure 36B). 
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Figure 36: Cortical localization of myosin is observed in new and mature 
notochord segments. 

(A) Confocal imaging of myosin expression, labeled by QUAS:myl9b-mScarlet with 
segmented expression of Notch activation (TP1:VenusPest) and labeling of the 
MTJs (Bactin:pxna-eGFP) shows that myosin is diffusely expressed in cells prior to 
segmentation at 3.75 mm SL. When the same larva was imaged at 4.00 mm SL, 
myosin was cortically localized in new and prospective segments (blue arrows).  

(B) At later stages (4.25 mm and 4.50 mm SL) myosin localization is highly enriched 
at the cell cortex in notochord segments. Zoomed-in boxes highlight cortical 
enrichment of myosin in TP1+ segments, while cells in the col9a2 domain exhibit 
diffuse myosin expression. Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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5.3 Discussion 

While these findings suggest that tissue deformation contributes to segmented 

patterning in the notochord, whether transcriptional activation is downstream of 

mechanical cues still needs to be elucidated. Additionally, if tissue deformation results 

from mechanical-coupling of the notochord and myosepta, myoseptum disruptions 

should result in the loss of outward tissue curvature and subsequent mislocalization of 

contractile machinery.  Lastly, activation of notochord segments through a localized 

mechanical cue appears to only explain the spatial regulation of this patterning process. 

Therefore, more work is needed to fully understand how tissue patterning is temporally 

regulated to produce notochord segments in a sequential, timely manner.   
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6. Conclusions 
This work has shown that notochord segmentation is a critical developmental step 

in spine morphogenesis in zebrafish. We have discovered that Notch signaling is an 

important regulator of segment patterning and that interactions with the surrounding 

muscle also influence the fidelity of this process. While this work has made important 

strides in understanding alternative patterning mechanisms in spine organogenesis, 

several open questions remain that require further investigation.  

6.1 Investigating additional regulators of notochord 
segmentation 

Notch signaling has been implicated in many patterning processes; however, the 

signaling dynamics that underlie its segmented activation in notochord segmentation 

remain poorly explained. Undoubtedly, there are additional transcriptional pathways 

feeding into Notch activation during notochord segmentation, which will require future 

investigation. By utilizing transcriptional datasets generated from previous work, I 

identified additional signaling pathways such as Bmp, Wnt, and RA in various segment 

populations. In addition to these pathways, we also found that yap1 and downstream yap 

effectors were enriched in the double-positive and entpd5a+ populations. Given our 

additional findings that suggest mechanical cues may also regulate segment patterning, 

Yap signaling seems to be a promising pathway to interrogate in the near future, given its 
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established role in responding to external forces. Furthermore, there is evidence in the 

literature for Yap and Notch crosstalk downstream of mechanical cues.   

6.1.1 Signaling between Yap and Notch in notochord segmentation 

Yap and Taz transcription factors have been shown to respond to increased 

mechanical stress, which may stem from neighboring cells or interactions with a more 

rigid ECM. Increased stress levels also impact the structural organization of a cell’s 

cytoskeleton and trigger cells to generate more focal adhesions and stress fibers, the latter 

of which has been observed in entpd5a+ cell populations. Therefore, I hypothesize that 

changes in the ECM surrounding the notochord, which could potentially stem from an 

interaction with the adjacent skeletal muscles or myosepta, induces upregulation of Yap 

transcription. Exactly how Yap interacts with Notch to regulate segment initiation will 

need to be experimentally interrogated; however, in some tissue contexts, mechanical 

activation of Yap signaling has been shown to induce Notch via the upregulation of its 

ligand Jagged1 (Esteves de Lima et al., 2016). To test if a similar signaling cascade is 

present in notochord segmentation, I have generated transgenic lines to overexpress either 

a constitutively-active (CA) (QUAS:dsRed-CAyap1) or a dominant-negative (DN) 

(QUAS:dsRed-DNyap1) version of Yap (Mateus et al., 2015). Using our established 

col9a2:QF2 driver, I have already conducted pilot experiments, driving overexpression of 

both CA and DN Yap transgenics along with our Notch reporter, TP1:VenusPest. Imaging 

of these genetic manipulations revealed severe segmentation patterning defects in both 
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CA and DN conditions (Figure 37A and B). Interestingly, constitutive-activation of Yap in 

col9a2 cells also resembled the patchy expression we observed with constitutive-activation 

of Notch, indicating that perhaps Yap and Notch have similar expression dynamics 

(Figure 37A). Conversely, inhibition of Yap also exhibited a very strong phenotype and 

TP1 segmentation was almost entirely disrupted within the whole tissue (Figure 37B). 

Since col9a2:QF2 expression also drives expression in double-positive cells, these results 

suggest that Yap may be necessary to promote segment initiation. Additionally, Yap 

inhibition produced a notably stronger phenotype than Notch inhibition, possibly 

indicating Yap may act upstream of Notch. Therefore, in order to address whether Yap is 

promoting Notch activation during notochord segmentation, I plan to utilize a QF2 driver 

that I recently generated to drive overexpression of CA and DN yap1, specifically in 

entpd5a+ cells. This tool will allow me to specifically target Yap signaling and assay for 

changes in Notch activation using the TP1:VenusPest reporter. In addition to investigating 

Notch and Yap transcriptional regulation, I can also utilize the col9a2:laGFP reporter to 

test whether Yap inhibition also impacts cortical F-actin localization and stress fiber 

formation in entpd5a:pkRed cells.  

In addition to these approaches, imaging a Yap reporter line in zebrafish would 

also address whether Yap is active during notochord segmentation. However, I have not 

had great success with visualizing expression dynamics in existing reporter lines. 
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Therefore, I plan also use an immunohistochemistry (IHC) approach to visualize Yap 

localization during notochord segmentation instead.  
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Figure 37: Overexpression of constitutively-active or dominant-negative Yap1 
causes notochord segmentation defects. 

(A) Overexpression of QUAS:dsRed-CAyap1 using col9a2:QF2 shows TP1+ segments 
are incomplete and patchy in contrast to the segmented pattern of expression in 
the control.  

(B) Inhibition of Yap1 in the notochord sheath by crossing QUAS:dsRed-DNyap1 to 
col9a2:QF2 strongly diminishes TP1:VenusPest expression along the tissue. 
Control siblings display a regular pattern of TP1+ segments.  
Scale bars are 50 µm. 
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6.1.2 Direct Notch activation via intracellular mechanics 

 In addition to Yap and other signaling pathways, it is also possible that Notch 

activation is induced by intrinsic cellular forces. In a study of Drosophila bristle patterning, 

Notch signaling was shown to be regulated by cortical actomyosin machinery, which 

functioned in tandem with Epsin-mediated endocytosis over short distances. However, 

over longer distances, in which Notch signaling transduction is mediated by basal 

protrusions, myosin contractility alone was critical for this process (Hunter et al., 2019). 

While there is currently no evidence for long protrusions inhibiting or activating Notch 

signaling during notochord segmentation, we have observed an upregulation of cortical 

actomyosin machinery in Notch-expressing cells. To explore this further, I generated CA 

and DN versions of the regulatory myosin light chain, myl9b to inhibit or activate 

contractile machinery. Using the same overexpression approach with the new entpd5a-

p2A-QF2 driver, I will test whether cortical myosin is directly inducing Notch activation 

in notochord segments.  

6.2 Using morphometric analyses to investigate segmented 
patterning 

In addition to imaging cell-signaling dynamics, analyzing cell morphological 

changes over the course of notochord segmentation will provide new insights regarding 

how the notochord manages to segment with such precision. Furthermore, now that we 

are able to visualize the entire surface of the notochord using ImSAnE, we will be able to 

analyze early patterning events, such as segment seeding and convergence. To this end, 
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we have begun to develop quantitative image analysis approaches that provide 

information regarding cell area, long-axis orientation, and cell shape. So far, these results 

have revealed interesting findings regarding the self-organization of the notochord 

segments and identified potential cell behaviors that might be important for this process, 

such as spatially restricted cell proliferation or tissue growth. 

6.2.1 Quantitative imaging analysis reveals fss mutants have 
decreased cell areas 

In utilizing these approaches, we observed that in notochords of fss mutants, cells 

had smaller areas, particularly in the anterior portion at early stages of development. As 

a result, there was also an increase in the number of cells within the tissue, indicating that 

cells were potentially more proliferative (Figure 38). In the future, it will also be highly 

informative to apply these imaging analysis approaches to analyze other conditions, such 

early DAPT treatment, laser-cutting injuries, or overexpression conditions that 

manipulate Notch and Yap signaling.  
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Figure 38: Quantitative image analysis of cell area suggests increased cell 
proliferation in fss mutants. 

Heatmaps of wildtype (WT) notochords generated from surface projections of notochords 
expressing col9a2:GFPCaaX show cells average around 300 µm in area. Plots to the right 
also show median cell areas along the anterior-posterior length of the tissue. Heatmaps of 
fss mutants show a significant decrease in cell area, particularly in the anterior region, 
which is also evident in the plots to the right.  
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6.2.2 Proliferation dynamics in regulating segment alignment and 
expansion 

Since the notochord is not a highly dynamic tissue, mechanisms such as cell 

neighbor exchange or cell migration have not been readily observed to contribute to tissue 

ordering during notochord segmentation. However, since we have found that fss mutants 

lack the ability to precisely control segment seeding, convergence, and expansion, a 

mechanism in which cells spatially restrict proliferation or coordinate cell behaviors could 

underlie segment patterning and tissue growth. In fact, studies of scale regeneration in 

zebrafish have recently demonstrated that traveling waves of Erk activity regulate growth 

by coordinating tissue expansion in a spatiotemporal manner (De Simone et al., 2021). We 

have recently developed a notochord sensor that will also allow us to track Erk activity in 

the notochord to see if there is evidence for a similar regulatory mechanism during 

segmentation. 

In addition to generating a notochord specific Erk sensor, transgenic lines that 

allow us to track cell cycle phases will also elucidate how proliferation and growth are 

regulated during segmentation. One genetic approach that has been previously used as a 

reporter for the cell cycle in zebrafish is the FUCCI (Fluorescent Ubiquitination-based Cell 

Cycle Indicator), system. By generating notochord sheath lines that express FUCCI 

components, we can track whether cells are in G1 or S/G2/M (Sugiyama et al., 2009) 

throughout segmented patterning. Furthermore, by using this reporter in tandem with 
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our paraxial mesoderm disruptions, we can also correlate how cues from the axial 

musculature influence proliferation locally and throughout the tissue. 

6.3 Evolution of skeletal muscle size and centra formation 

Based on our findings that suggest muscle contractility serves as an upstream cue 

of notochord segment patterning, investigating whether muscular systems co-evolved 

with the formation of vertebral bodies could point toward an evolutionary mechanism 

governing the emergence of centra. A proposed stem lineage of ancient chordates and 

vertebrates suggests that the gradual mineralization of vertebral elements and 

segmentation of the axial musculature are properties correlated with improvements in 

swimming speed and body size (Koob and Long, 2015). Therefore, examining 

morphological and physiological differences in axial musculature throughout 

evolutionary history may provide insights regarding how specific axial skeletal elements 

such as the centra arose.  

6.3.1 Intrinsic notochord cues are critical for vertebral body patterning 
In order to withstand the increased biomechanical demands from larger skeletal 

muscles, the notochord adapted to combat increasing forces. Interestingly, a collaborative 

effort between our lab, the Harris Lab, as well as Gloria Arratia found that a zebrafish 

mutant (spondo) for the elastin-related gene calymmin (cmn), a protein found in the outer 

layer of the tri-laminar ECM of the notochord, underlies patterning of the centra. In 

comparison to wild-type siblings, spondo mutants displayed reverted vertebral body 
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morphology similar to skeletal elements present in ancient teleost fishes, such as 

hemicentra (Peskin et al., 2020). Furthermore, while vertebral body morphology was 

notably dysmorphic in these mutants, arch morphology was not impacted. Together this 

data suggested that the notochord has a conserved role in centra formation, while other 

elements, such as the arches, are patterned primarily by the sclerotome.  

While the molecular function of Calymmin during notochord and spine 

segmentation remains unknown, its critical role in centra development points toward an 

evolutionary mechanism in which the outer-elastic layer of the notochord adapted to 

changes in the axial musculature. In order to test whether the biomechanical demands of 

larger, and more dynamic skeletal muscles promoted changes in notochord patterning 

and the subsequent formation of centra, future studies comparing electromyography 

(EMG) recordings from zebrafish with fish that only form arch elements, such as lungfish, 

could shed light on whether increased mechanical loading from the axial musculature 

contributed to the emergence of centra.  

6.3.2. Evolution of the musculoskeletal systems in tetrapods 

 In contrast to the primarily undulating, swimming locomotion of aquatic-based 

vertebrates, motility in tetrapods is generated from the integrated action of the trunk and 

the limbs. As such, the axial musculature of tetrapods must also serve to support limb 

function. Therefore, adaptations in the arrangement of the skeletal musculature that 

moved away from the myoseptal system commonly observed in fish toward an 
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overlapping arrangement of axial muscles, were important for facilitating different 

demands in locomotion (Schilling, 2011). As a result, increased muscle action on the 

vertebral column was associated with a greater degree of vertebral structuring, such as 

longer processes that provided additional muscle attachment sites (Sumida and Modesto, 

2015). Additionally, in order to replace myosepta as the primary force transmission 

structures along the body axis, tetrapods evolved to form polysegmental tracts. As such, 

polysegmental tracts may have also produced alterations in the structure of the IVDs, 

which needed to provide increased stability during locomotion (Schilling, 2011).  

6.4 Does the notochord ECM provide patterning cues? 

Currently, the role of the peri-notochordal ECM during notochord segmentation 

is poorly understood. While ECM proteins such as type-II collagens are preferentially 

expressed in the unsegmented notochord and in col9a2+ regions at later stages, 

mechanisms regulating ECM expression and organization during notochord 

segmentation have yet to be elucidated. While we have observed that mutants for col9a2 

and col2a1 display notochord segmentation defects, whether these mutations impact 

segment seeding, convergence, or expansion has not been visualized. However, this data 

does suggest that the notochord ECM plays a role in intrinsically dictating notochord 

segmentation patterning.  

One possibility is that ECM may function to receive and transmit chemical cues 

from the adjacent muscle or sclerotome cells. These cues could either be sequestered in 
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the ECM, or permitted to interact with sheath cells, thereby inducing downstream 

signaling events in a spatially restricted manner. Alternatively, long- or short-range 

mechanical cues from the adjacent muscles may trigger sheath cells to modify their matrix 

organization or expression dynamics. Given our findings from the laser-cutting 

experiments, it seems as though mechanical cues may be provided in a localized fashion 

from the myosepta, which could locally alter the notochord ECM. Further work 

visualizing ECM component localization and organization, either through IHC or electron 

microscopy is needed to investigate how signals from the surrounding tissues impact 

notochord ECM composition and organization.  

6.5 Concluding remarks 

In summary, this study was able to uncover novel mechanisms of spine patterning 

by leveraging recent advancements in imaging, quantitative analysis, and genetic 

engineering approaches. We found that precise patterning of the spine relies on intrinsic 

Notch signaling in the notochord sheath and tissue-level interactions with the skeletal 

muscle. As such, these findings have brought forth new questions about how the 

notochord and skeletal muscles cooperatively form the adult spine following embryonic 

patterning and have helped identify several new areas of investigation into the underlying 

causes of mild CS and AIS cases in humans. 

Finally, the experimental and analytical approaches generated by this work 

provide a novel framework for future multiscale organogenesis studies. Implementation 
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of these quantitative and computational approaches will be applicable for a variety of 

different developmental questions, thereby boosting application of this work far beyond 

the field of spine organogenesis. 
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